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Editorial

L
Dear DAN Europe Members,
I hope you had a great start of this first year of the new decade and
that many of the troubles that marked the first 10 years of the third
millennium are now past for all of us, and we can enjoy diving with
peace of mind, which is an important “extra-ingredient” for Diving
Safety!! It’s Spring already, and the time to start diving again regularly
is approaching; our body, though, may still be a little “asleep” after
the winter’s rest and frequent “abundant nutrition”;
Some information on how you can measure your state of
fitness is appropriate; enjoy reading Dr. Pollock’s article
on the “famous” Body Mass Index ( BMI in short) and
understand what it means and how it is used to check the
correct balance of your body’s fat-to-lean tissue.
The world recreational diving population is changing,
and the average age of the diver (male or female) has
increased significantly in the last recent years.
This because once-young divers are aging, but also
because “mature” people are more and more attracted by
diving and embark in the sport “no-matter my age”! This is
good not only for them, but also for our beloved sport and
for the diving industry, yet, like any coin, it has its flip side.
Even in good health, ageing entails a certain condition or
“wear and tear” and this may concern especially the main
organs, such as the heart, important physiological and
functional changes like menopause in women and their effect on the
safety of diving. We included two articles on cardiovascular fitness
for divers and on a peculiar case affecting a 51 year-old woman,
which we hope will clarify some common doubts and provide useful
information to improve your diving safety and awareness.
By the time you receive this issue of the new electronic Alert Diver,
you will have probably noticed that the DAN Europe Website has
dramatically changed, together with the DAN Membership Benefits,
Insurance Coverages and Options. We have undergone a radical
revision of our operations, designed new and unique insurance
and protection plans for divers and their families, provided new
opportunities for Diving Professionals and generally expanded our
range of action.
Please visit our new website at www.daneurope.org, and register
with the new portal, so that you can profit from and enjoy the many
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additional benefits for DAN Europe Members visiting the “My DAN”
sections of the website. The number of languages in which we are
serving the European Diving Community, as well as the Territories
which fall under the responsibility of DAN Europe, has increased
constantly and we are ready to expand our services even in important
“Diving Countries”, like Turkey, Egypt and the Maldives.
We are steadily working at improving the Research pages of the
website too, and you will soon find more user-friendly pages and
tools that will help you become a “Research Diver” and help improve
Diving Safety by participating in the International Collection of
Recreational Diving Data through “Project Dive Exploration” and
the “Diving Safety Laboratory” with DAN America and DAN Europe
respectively.
Stay tuned for continuing developments!
We expect 2010 to be a pivotal year for DAN Europe and count on
your on-going support to continue working for diving safety worldwide!
Clear Waters to All of You!
Alessandro Marroni
President, DAN Europe
President, International DAN
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DAN Europe underwater
in LEGOLAND
Deutschland
On March 30, 2010 the Australian scientist and adventurer Lloyd Godson
went down into a tiny underwater house in the aquarium LEGOLAND
ATLANTIS by SEA LIFE: a unique experiment.

Before the eyes of LEGOLAND visitors he spent 336 hours in his little
2.5 x 1.6-metre home, non-stop and without surfacing, with 1,300
tropical fish to keep him company.
DAN Europe supported Lloyd’s attempt with a scientific study.
The scientists at DAN were extremely interested in Lloyd Godson’s
physiological changes. They took an in-depth look at his blood
circulation. Due to the restricted freedom of movement in the house,
Lloyd Godson’s blood circulation could be reduced. Too much or too
little air humidity could also have an effect on the viscosity of the liquids
in his body. As the air supply in the underwater house depended on
compressors, this means that there was a very low level of humidity.
This in turn could cause his blood to thicken. Should that happen, it

Loyd’s underwater House;
Pascal Kolb (DAN Europe Research)
interviewed by Malte Arkona.
RIGHT:
Pascal with Lloyd, during one of the test
sessions, before and after his underwater
adventure
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could have had significant consequences for longer stays underwater.
Aquanauts are exposed to risks such as strokes, embolisms or
thrombosis.
The DAN scientists can detect possible effects on the fluids in the
body based on changes in the body’s resistance. They tested this with
the help of a multi-frequency ohmmeter and a double sonar to detect
whether small gas bubbles formed in his blood.
From previous studies it is known that a minimal lack of oxygen, like
the one that might occur in artificial habitats, leads to an increased
production of erythropoetin. This hormone is important for blood
production as it stimulates the formation of red blood cells. A longer
period of time underwater would lead to an increased level of blood
cells, which could be proven by a higher haemoglobin value. A similar
effect occurs with long periods of time at great altitudes. The body
compensates for the lack of oxygen through more blood cells which
balances this out.
After 14 days underwater, the results showed no significant changes in
impedance and haemoglobin. It seems that the body did not consider
the experience as a major stress.
Congratulations to Lloyd!

About
DAN Europe
Research

Useful links:
rch
DAN Europe Resea pe.
ro
http://www.daneu e
m
org/web/guest/ho

DAN is one of the largest organisations in the world that carries out
investigations in the area of recreational diving. The aim of the research
is to increase the safety of recreational diving. Any findings that are
gained benefit the entire diving community. The scientists at DAN have
already conducted fundamental studies on the influence of age on
diving health and have published medical recommendations for divers
with insulin-dependent diabetes.
The investigations are carried out with the support of normal divers.
They precisely record every dive using scientifically correct methods
and send them to a worldwide database where they are scientifically
analysed. The data obtained provides the basis for further investigations,
such as the one conducted by Lloyd Godson and his underwater house
in LEGOLAND® Deutschland.
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INCIDENT INSIGHTS

Test Your
Knowledge. The
More Facts You
Know, the Better
You Can Provide
Timely Help
By Marty McCafferty

INCIDENT 1
The Diver
This 42-year-old man has been a certified diver
since 1992. In that time, he made more than 80
dives, completing 11 over the past year. His regular
exercise regime included mountain biking. He had
no history of medical problems, no history of diving
injuries and he was taking no medications.
The Dives
On a weeklong diving vacation in the South
Pacific, the diver in question and his diving buddy
had made a total of 11 dives, three to four daily.
Diving depths averaged between 50-60 fsw (1518 msw), with air as the breathing gas. Their
maximum depth was 85 fsw (26 msw), and none
of their bottom times exceeded the limits of their
dive computers.
Only one of the dives had complications: the diver
had difficulty with buoyancy and made a rapid
ascent on the second day. This was confirmed by
the ascent alarm on his computer.
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his friend’s condition. The medic advised the caller
to encourage his diving buddy go to a hospital for
evaluation, providing the name of a facility with a
hyperbaric unit.
At the Hyperbaric Center
An experienced hyperbaric physician conducted
an examination and determined that the shoulder
soreness had been in the trapezius, a superficial
triangular muscle attaching the shoulder blade
to much of the upper spinal column. The diver’s
neurological evaluation was normal, but the
tingling persisted.

TEST YOUR
KNOWLEDGE

Based on the information set
out, answer these questions:

Following this incident, the diver had no immediate
symptoms, but on the next day he felt intermittent
soreness in his left shoulder. He continued to
dive, however, and did not seek medical attention,
considering he had had no previous problems with
his shoulder.
The Complications & A Concerned Friend
The diver finished his dive week with no substantial
change in his condition. He and his buddy stopped
diving approximately 30 hours before their flight
home. During the flight, which lasted more than
10 hours, the diver felt a tingling sensation in
both hands and both feet approximately halfway
through the flight. The soreness in his shoulder was
sporadic in intensity, periodically increasing then
dropping back to the original level of discomfort.
At the request of his diving buddy, the flight crew
provided oxygen, but it seemed to have little effect
on his symptoms. After landing and his concerned
diving buddy, a DAN Member, contacted the DAN
on-call medic to describe his friend’s symptoms. He
provided the diving history and events leading to

1.

What is the most likely diagnosis?

a.

d.

Decompression sickness (DCS) Type I
(severe pain, urgent)
Arterial gas embolism (AGE)
Decompression sickness Type II
(neurological, emergency)
Musculoskeletal strain

2.

What would the best treatment be?

a.
b.
c.
d.

None
Oxygen alone
Hyperbaric chamber treatment
Anti-inflammatory medicines

b.
c.

The Conclusion
The physician did not uncover any objective
findings, but because of the tingling, he could not
rule out mild Type II (neurological) decompression
sickness in the diver. Standard protocols called for
the diver to undergo a U.S. Navy Treatment Table
6.
9/
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The diver noticed that the tingling he felt
subjectively increased and decreased throughout
the treatment, not an unusual finding for DCS. The
bilateral tingling, however, was atypical for DCS,
which often affects one side of the body.
Despite the resolution of symptoms after the
hyperbaric treatment, the attending physician’s
final conclusion was that the diver’s shoulder pain
was most likely a musculoskeletal injury. The diver
had not returned to diving at the time of this writing
and has remained symptom-free.
It is difficult to say whether receiving oxygen earlier
– i.e., while aboard the boat versus receiving
oxygen some 30 hours later while in flight —
would have cleared the diver’s tingling sensations,
but cases show that early treatment often helps
resolve symptoms more quickly.
Based on this diver’s history, the appropriate
course of care was to treat him with hyperbaric
oxygen.
For Question 1, the answers are C and D. Choice C is the
answer to Question 2.

INCIDENT 2
The Diver
The diver, a 28-year old woman, is an active and
experienced diving instructor. She has reported
nearly 1,500 dives, averaging 500 to 600 dives
each year. She has no history of medical problems,
takes no medicines and has no previous history of
dive-related injuries or illnesses.
The Dives
On a weeklong diving trip in the Caribbeans, she
and others in her diving group averaged three to
four dives a day, making all dives using air as the
breathing gas. Her maximum depth was 120 fsw
10 /
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(37 msw) on day four. Most of the dives were the
typical Caribbean reef dives: calm, clear waters
and no excessive depths. The average depths
were from 30-60 fsw (9-18 msw). For exposure
protection, she wore a full 3mm wetsuit and fullfoot fins.
The Complications
After the 12th dive, she developed what seemed to
be a rash on the top of her feet and her forearms:
the areas were red, blotchy and itchy. The diver
described it as having a bubblelike appearance.
She continued to dive.
Later in the day, the diver noticed that the same
type of rash had developed on the front of both
knees. The symptoms did not worsen, but they
showed no sign of improvement, either.
After her last dive that week, she contacted the
DAN on-call medic to describe her rash. With
a flight home the next day, she had become
concerned that the symptoms might be a sign of
DCS. Questioning by the DAN medic revealed,
however, that she felt no joint pain, no numbness
or tingling and no neurological indications such as
loss of strength or balance.
The medic continued with questions. Had she had
any direct contact with marine life? She said she
did not recall touching anything while underwater.
Had the rash spread? The rash, which had not
changed in position, size or appearance, was
confined to areas already mentioned.
Did she have allergies? The diver has no known
medical history of allergies.
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TEST YOUR
KNOWLEDGE

Based on the information set
out, answer these questions:

1.

What is the most likely diagnosis?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Allergic skin reaction (contact dermatitis)
“Skin bends” (cutaneous DCS)
Marine life stings
Sun poisoning

2.

What would the best treatment be?

a.
b.
c.
d.

Hyperbaric chamber treatment
Oxygen only
Antibiotic cream
Antihistamines

The Conclusion
So, how did we come to the conclusion of contact
dermatitis? The location of the rash was not
consistent with cutaneous DCS. Most often “skin
bends” will manifest itself across the top of the chest,
the abdomen, buttocks and thighs. Of course, it is
not limited exclusively to these areas.
With cutaneous DCS the skin usually has a mottled
or marbled appearance and may even resemble
bruising; it can also be painful or sore to the touch.
In addition, the affected areas were not sore or
painful to touch, and the symptoms did not worsen
with additional diving. Considering all these points,
it is reasonable to have some suspicion of skin
bends.
We suspect marine life stings in situations where
skin is exposed. Organisms that sting, however,
can find their way into exposure suits, too, usually
in the areas of the ankles, wrists or neck. However,
in this diver’s case, the only areas of exposed skin
that developed a rash were the top of her feet, as
she was wearing full-foot fins: she had no rash on
her hands, face or neck. Stings, therefore, from
marine life were unlikely causes for the bubblelike
eruptions on her knees, feet and forearms.
The symptoms resolved on their own in two to
three days. This is uncommon for marine animal
envenomation, which may continue to produce
symptoms for weeks or months. Antihistamines may
have been of benefit, but she gave no indication of
having used such medications.
The most likely cause of her symptoms is a contact
dermatitis, a sensitivity to a specific (though often
unknown) allergen. What the irritant was in this
diver’s case may never be determined.
She has returned to diving with no further symptoms
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or problems.
For Question 1, the answer is A – an allergic skin reaction, or
contact dermatitis. Since this diver did not seek definitive medical
evaluation with a physician at a medical facility, a conclusive
diagnosis was not available. To answer Question 2, she could
have used antihistamines to get a measure of relief (D).

The Summary
At times, even trained medical professionals can
have difficulty diagnosing a diver’s injury or illness.
The list of possible signs and symptoms of DCI, for
example, can be broad. Some signs and symptoms
can be subtle or even vague. Plus, in both cases,
the divers made multiple dives over a week, which
poses the question of whether multiple exposures
could have caused symptoms of DCI.
It can be more difficult for divers with no training
in first aid to effectively recognize and provide
assistance to a potentially injured diver. If you’re
involved in a diving accident, try to provide the
medical professionals — the DAN on-call medic,
the local paramedics or the attending physician at
the local emergency department — with as much
information as possible.
And keep in mind that questions about diving
profiles are not meant to be judgmental: they are
necessary to help evaluate the potential nitrogen
load on divers. This is especially helpful because so
many nondiving injuries, illnesses and conditions
may mimic DCI.
Every year divers are treated in hyperbaric
chambers despite the fact that it may not be clear
they sustained a decompression injury. This is
because most treating physicians would rather err
on the side of caution and treat divers proactively
for DCI rather than potentially complicate their

recovery by not treating them.
If a symptom resolves during a hyperbaric
treatment, it does not prove that the ailment was
DCI. High partial pressure of oxygen can help
relieve a multitude of symptoms, even if they’re not
related to any bubble-inducing dive injury.
Also remember that telephone interviews are
useful, often essential, in determining a course of
action, but only a physician can make a treatment
diagnosis, and this has to be done in person. In the
field, it is our responsibility as good diving buddies
to recognize signs and symptoms and then provide
appropriate assistance.
13 /
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If you suspect a dive injury, call the DAN Diving
Emergency Hotline: it’s available 24 hours a day,
seven days a week, to help you make a healthy
decision about what to do next.
When you call, have the recent diving profile, any
medical history and medications ready to report.
We can help you assist the diver, and we’ll notify
the appropriate agencies for medical and logistic
support.
What’s A Treatment Table?
Tables 5 and 6 refer to U.S. Navy Treatment Tables
used to treat decompression sickness. Both tables
involve compression in a dry chamber to ambient
pressures equivalent to 60 fsw* (18 msw) while the
patient breathes 100 percent oxygen. The time at
60 fsw is followed by more time at 30 fsw (9 msw)
before ascent to the surface.
According to U.S. Navy protocol, a Treatment Table

Training
Available
DAN offers training courses
to all divers and medical
professionals.
These courses range from the basic Oxygen First
Aid for Scuba Diving Injuries to the physician-level
diving and hyperbaric medicine program.
The greater our knowledge, the better our
recognition skills become. To see course listings go
to www.daneurope.org; call Training for provider,
instructor and trainer classes, courses for medical
professionals and dive leaders.
14 /

5 (TT5) is generally used for joint pain and lasts
two hours 15 minutes; the sequence: 45 minutes at
60 fsw (18 msw), followed by a 30-minute ascent to
30 fsw (9 msw); then 30 minutes at 30 fsw, with a
30-minute ascent to surface.
TT6 is the standard first treatment for most DCI
cases and in most serious neurological DCI cases.
It involves more time at depth and oxygen breathing;
the sequence: 75 minutes at 60 fsw, followed by a
30-minute ascent to 30 fsw; 150 minutes at 30 fsw,
followed by a 30-minutes ascent to surface, making
the treatment four hours 45 minutes long.

* feet of sea water (with equivalent msw, or meters of sea water)

Are You
Ready?
Put Diving
Safety
Training
on Your
“To Do”
List
By Jeff Myers

The motivation for most scuba diving neophytes varies. Some seek
the adventure, others look to connect with marine life, and still
others might want to break away from their 9-to-5 lifestyles and try
something new in a cool setting.
Even if I’d like to think otherwise, the motivation that drives most
individuals to learn the sport is probably not the desire to know the
best diving safety procedures. It is likely in the back of their minds,
however.
But if safety isn’t a key motivator for taking up diving, when is it time
to learn about it?
Retaining Information
We’re often asked such questions because of the DAN courses
we offer; all are geared toward diving safety. Classes like the DAN
Oxygen First Aid for Scuba Diving Injuries, First Aid for Hazardous
Marine Life Injuries and On-Site Neurological Assessment for
Divers are not required topics for divers when they’re learning how
to equalize their ears or clear their masks; they’re designed for use
“after the fact”, or following a diving injury.
Recreational scuba diving courses, regardless of the certifying
organization, generally include important in-water safety skills
development throughout the courses. Entry-level divers, for
instance, learn how to handle out-of-air situations, equipment
entanglement and leg cramps, among
other things. In advanced courses, divers
learn more detailed navigation and how
to dive under different conditions, such as
diving at night or at greater depths.
It’s not until later courses such as rescue
training that divers learn about searches
for lost divers, how to deal with panicked
divers and develop skills for emergency
evacuations. Educators will tell you that
breaking up training into small bits, or
building blocks, promotes greater retention
of information. This means the so-called
“know-it-all”, or all-inclusive, courses are
things of the past. It’s generally agreed
now that diving neophytes should hone
their techniques on skills critical to every
dive they make, and then build slowly on
this as they progress through continuing education courses.
So when is the optimum time for divers to begin diving safety
training?
The Right Time for Diving Safety Training
Many educators and professional aligned with diving believe that
rescue diver training is the most important level of education for
15 /

every diver and that all divers should strive to attain this level of
certification. This training shifts the focus from the individual diver
and places it on others, teaching divers to be better buddies in and
out of the water.
This would seem a natural time to incorporate other diving safety
training - those “after the fact” of the dive injury DAN courses. Some
divers have taken this traditional approach. But what about the
divers who never make it to the rescue diver level? Do they simply
avoid diving unless paired with a rescue diver? Or, should they just
continue diving in hopes that they will never have any problems?
Of course, neither is the right answer: divers need to be aware of
their limits and choose their buddy, dive plan, locations and diving
conditions accordingly. Being afraid isn’t the answer, but neither is
complacency.
Avoid becoming careless about what you’d do in the event a dive
emergency occurs. Diving is a safe activity but relying on
the philosophy that “it just won’t happen to me” may leave
you with gaps in your preparedness.
All divers - yes, even entry-level divers - should have
a solid grounding on the appropriate steps to take in a
dive emergency. This should include basic CPR and first
aid training, oxygen administration, the use of automated
external defibrillators, handling hazardous marine life
injuries and performing basic neurological assessments
on injured divers.
But why stop with entry-level divers? Imagine this
scenario.
After a long day of diving, you and your buddy pack up
your gear, say good-bye and head your separate ways
from the local quarry. You’re looking forward to a big
dinner and relaxing in your favorite chair. You hit the road
after stopping by the first gas station you find to pick up a giant soda
for the hour-long drive home.
During dinner, your spouse notices that you seem to be moving
slowly and that you’re supporting your shoulder, like it’s hurting.
You explain that you are just tired from making three dives and
hauling tanks to and from the dive site earlier in the day, adding that
some time relaxing will surely help. Your spouse, who is not a diver,
frowns, shrugs and continues to enjoy dinner.
Later that night as you toss and turn in bed, your spouse asks if
you think you’ll be able to settle in and fall asleep. You’re just trying
to get comfortable, you say, but not to worry: once you fall asleep
you’re sure that you’ll be fine. Though you don’t mention it, you
notice that the dull ache in your shoulder from “lifting tanks” has not
subsided, either.
16 /

You begin to wonder if you may have a dive injury, but unwilling to
accept the possibility that something might be wrong, you roll over
and spend the night trying to get some sleep, occasionally waking,
and still looking for a comfortable position.
The next morning you awake, still groggy from interrupted sleep,
to the same pain in your shoulder. Now, some 18 hours after your
last dive, you finally admit to your spouse (and to yourself) that
there may be something wrong. Your spouse looks at you and says,
“What do we do now?”
Identifying DCI
The annual DAN Report on Decompression Illness, Diving Fatalities
and Project Dive Exploration indicates that symptoms of arterial gas
embolism (AGE) are rapid, most often within the first few minutes
of surfacing. There will be little doubt that immediate action is called
for, assuming you’ve been trained to respond to these symptoms.
Symptoms of decompression sickness, however, are
often delayed a little more - in some rare instances more
than 48 hours after the last dive. They may be subtle or
even go unnoticed. Also, because of the stigma that being
“bent” carries, divers are often reluctant to admit that they
may have a problem.
But there’s help in numbers. Experiencing - and
discussing - an injury at the dive site, where other divers
are available, may help an injured person to get more
immediate recognition and subsequent care.
If divers are reticent about their symptoms, or if the
discomfort begins later at home long after the dive, the
situation becomes more problematic, especially if your
spouse is not a diver. Your nondiving spouse or friend may
not know what to look for or what care should be given;
preferably that would be breathing 100 percent oxygen,
contacting DAN and then seeking immediate medical care - even if
you have received emergency oxygen.
Learning to dive may not be what your nondiving spouse is interested
in, but he or she should learn about diving injuries and the proper
care: if you experience a problem and no other divers are around
to respond, your spouse will be better prepared to help you, even
if that means simply encouraging you to call DAN. Recognizing
these symptoms could decrease the time between recognition and
seeking definitive care, something that may improve the outcome
of an injury.

Defining The Terms
Decompression illness, or DCI, is a term used to describe illness
that results from a reduction in the ambient pressure surrounding
17 /

a body. A good example is what happens to your body when you’re
surfacing after a dive.
DCI encompasses two diseases, decompression sickness (DCS)
and arterial gas embolism (AGE). DCS is thought to result from
bubbles growing in tissues and causing local damage. Bubbles may
also enter the venous circulation. AGE results from bubbles entering
the lung circulation, travelling through the arteries and causing tissue
damage.
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MEDICAL LINE

Cardiovascular Fitness,
Diving Diet and Exercise
Go A Long Way, But Watch
Your Medications, Too
By Laurie Gowen

Got Heart?
We all do when it comes to diving:
it’s why we dive. Our hearts are
figuratively in our diving because
we enjoy our sport. But our hearts
are literally in it as well. Your
cardiovascular health can play a
formidable part in the safety of any
dive you make. So, how’s your
own heart health?
Checking the Numbers
When DAN dive researchers look
at the injury and fatality cases in
our database, they glean a great
deal of varied information. One of
the most important facts they offer
is that high blood pressure and
heart disease have consistently
been
the
most
frequently
reported chronic health conditions
contributing to diving fatalities in
the 15 years DAN has formally
compiled fatality statistics.
According to the recent DAN
Reports
on
Decompression
Illness, Diving Fatalities and
Project Diving Exploration, more
than 14 percent of the fatalities
reported had a chronic history of
high blood pressure and / or heart
disease. Obesity, another factor
reported in 55 percent of fatalities,
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is connected to heart disease
and hypertension, with resulting
links to poor health and poor
exercise tolerance. In combination
with other contributing factors,
poor cardiovascular health can
increase the risk of a severe or
fatal diving incident.
Lowering the Odds
These issues can compromise
your cardiovascular health: high
blood pressure, coronary heart
disease, congenital heart disease,
cigarette smoking and a family
history of heart disease.
What, then, can help improve
cardiovascular health? What
medications for cardiovascular
disease can influence someone’s
ability to dive safely?
Stop smoking.
Cigarette smoking compromises
heart and lung function, and
nicotine can constrict blood
vessels resulting in hypertension.
Exercise regularly.
Even a moderate increase in
activity will improve physical
fitness and increase exercise
tolerance. This, in turn, will
improve stamina and endurance
while diving.
Eat sensibly.
A diet low in saturated fats and
cholesterol will naturally reduce
the risk of obesity and heart
disease.
While a family history of heart
disease cannot be changed,
controlling diet and increasing
20 /

exercise can reduce the risk of
health-related accidents and
injuries. In understanding the
risks, divers can make choices
that positively affect their diving.
MEDICATIONS, ANYONE?
With increasing age and declining
cardiovascular
health,
Americans and
Europeans lead
the way in using
medications
to
help control high
blood pressure
and coronary disease, and other
First-World nations see a similar
trend.
C h r o n i c
hypertension is associated with
damage to the heart, kidneys
and an increased risk of stroke.
Antihypertensive
medications,
however, can help reduce the
risk of serious illness. A common
question to the DAN Medical
Information Line asks about the
safety of diving while taking these
medications.
Here are some of the more
common medications and their
possible adverse reactions for
divers:
Beta Blockers
Commonly
used
to
treat
hypertension, beta blockers
have a big drawback: they can
reduce the heart’s capacity for
exercise and therefore affect your
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exercise tolerance. In addition, if
medication restricts the heart’s
function during exercise, then
there is an increased risk of loss
of consciousness, which could
prove fatal underwater.

cough due to the drug persists,
many physicians will change
medications. In the presence of
kidney disease, ACE inhibitors
should be avoided.

Because of this effect on divers,
doctors often recommend a
stress test. According to Dr.
Alfred Bové (Bové and Davis’
Diving Medicine, 4th Ed.), divers
who use beta blockers and who
can achieve a strenuous level of
exercise without severe fatigue
may be cleared for diving. Bové
also mentions that although
diving does not usually represent
the maximum workload on the
heart, divers taking beta blockers
should avoid extreme exercise
because their maximum capacity
for exercise may be reduced.

Calcium Channel Blockers
Calcium channel blockers don’t
typically pose problems for
divers: they relax the walls of
blood vessels, reducing blood
flow resistance and thus lowering
blood pressure. In some cases,
especially in moderate doses, a
change in position from sitting or
lying down to standing may cause
excessively low blood pressure
and a subsequent momentary
dizziness. This postural blood
pressure change may be a cause
for concern with divers, but calcium
blockers appear to have no other
adverse reaction for diving.

ACE Inhibitors
ACE
(Angiotensionconverting
e n z y m e )
inhibitors
have
less effect on
exercise
than
beta blockers, so
doctors prescribe
them for people
who
exercise
more
often.
Although ACE inhibitors seem
to have fewer adverse effects
on divers, they can produce a
cough and airway swelling: both
conditions can cause severe
problems
underwater.
Most
people can usually tolerate a
mild cough on land, but if a

Diuretics
Diuretics reduce the amount of
excess water and salt in the body,
thus lowering the blood pressure.
Divers seem to have very little
trouble with diuretics, although
in very warm environments,
they may cause excessive water
loss and dehydration. Because
dehydration seems to be a
contributing factor to the risk of
decompression sickness, divers
may want to reduce the dosage on
the day of diving. Before changing
dosages, however, check with
your doctor.
Antiarrhythmics
Antiarrhythmics are designed
to help maintain a stable heart
rhythm. Dr. Bové warns that
some of the antiarrhythmics,
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when combined with exercise
and a loss of potassium, could
increase the risk of injuring the
heart. Although these medicines
normally do not interfere with
diving, the dysrhythmia, or
abnormal heart rate, for which the
medication is being taken may be
a contraindication to diving.
Through
consultation,
a
cardiologist and a dive medicine
physician should evaluate anyone
who has an abnormal heart rate
and requires medication.
Anticoagulants
A diver who has been prescribed
an
anticoagulant,
e.g.,
Coumadin® or Warfarin®, should
be warned of the potential for
bleeding: excessive bleeding can
occur from even a seemingly
benign ear or sinus barotrauma.
There is a potential risk that, if
decompression illness occurs,
it may then cause significant
bleeding in the brain or spinal cord
Get in the Know
Cardiovascular
disease
can
contribute to dive injuries as well
as fatalities. Both are preventable.
With increased information about
cardiovascular health and fitness,
divers can make better choices
and increase the opportunity that
every dive will be accident- and
injury-free.
Read all you can about your
medications, consult with your
doctor, and when you have
questions about diving and drugs,
call DAN.
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Diving Medicine
„Body Composition. BMI Values Increase
With Mass - Whether It’s Due to Fat or Muscle“
By Neal W. Pollock, Ph.D.

Body Composition:
Assessment and Interpretation
Body composition has great practical and
functional significance for many of us: scientists,
clinicians and the general population. It can
be especially intriguing for divers, as we must
evaluate our weighting systems each time we dive
to accommodate body composition changes as
well as whether we’re diving in fresh or salt waters.

BMI predictions are useful for large-scale
studies when more sophisticated measures are
unavailable, but the predictions are often very
poor on an individual basis. The assumption that
increasing BMI values indicate increased fatness
is often not valid: BMI values will increase whether
the extra mass is due to fat or muscle. Individuals
with well-developed muscle mass are penalized
by this method.

An improper body composition balance may
affect a person’s ability to meet daily job and
recreational requirements. Excess body fat has
been associated with increased susceptibility to
cardiovascular disease, hypertension, stroke,
diabetes, orthopedic complications and many
other health-related problems.

BMI values can be computed easily with a handheld
calculator. BMI is reported in units of kilograms per
square meter (kg•m-2). It is computed by dividing
body weight in kg by the square of height in m:

There are many different methods for estimating
body composition. They can vary widely in the
accuracy of the estimate delivered and the cost.
This article will provide some insight into the
merits and shortcomings of several of the wellestablished techniques. Recommendations for
interpreting the values will then be provided.

Note that metric units are used in the calculation
of BMI.
The following imperial-metric conversions are
required:

Body Mass Index
Body Mass Index (BMI), less commonly known
as the Quetelet Index, is the simplest scale used
to predict body composition. The word “predict” is
used intentionally, since BMI is not a measure of
body composition at all: it is simply a computation
based on stature (height) and mass (weight) that
is used to assign individuals to categories of body
fatness.

The rest of the methods discussed here are used
to develop estimates of body composition, most
specifically, the percentage of body fat.

BMI {in (kg•m-2)} = weight {in kg} ÷ (height)-2 {in
m}

weight in lbs. ÷ 2.2 = weight in kg
(height in inches • 2.54) ÷ 100 = height in m

Caliper Anthropometry
Skinfold thickness has long been recognized as an
indicator of whole-body fat content. The thickness
of the folded skin and underlying fat tissue is
simply measured with a handheld caliper (see
accompanying photos) . Measures from a number
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of sites are entered into a regression equation to
compute an estimate of body fat. A staggering
number of protocols are available in the scientific
literature, requiring anywhere from two to 12 site
measures to calculate. The estimates are most
accurate if the subject is similar in body type
and fat deposition to the group used to develop
the regression equation. The accuracy of the
prediction can vary widely on an individual basis.
Simply using an equation that requires a greater
number of measurement sites does not guarantee
a more accurate result.
The early, generic equations remain popular for
general use. These were developed with large
sample sizes and tend to be good predictors
for group estimates (remember, not necessarily
accurate on an individual basis). The most widely
used generalized equations predict the body
density specifically for each gender (Jackson and
Pollock, 1978; Jackson et al., 1980). The calculated
densities are used to compute a two-compartment
estimate of body composition - fat-free mass and
fat mass (while the two-compartment model is
not anatomically accurate it is simple to use and
produces reasonably valid results). A measurement
known as the Siri equation is commonly used for
Caucasian subjects (Siri, 1956). Since the fat-free
mass of adult blacks has been documented to be
significantly denser than those of a corresponding
group of Caucasian subjects (1.113 g•cm-3 vs.
1.100 g•cm-3), a corrected formula - the Schutte
equation - is sometimes used for these individuals
(Schutte et al., 1984).
Hydrodensitometry
The relationship between body density assessed
by buoyancy in water and body composition was
developed as a practical technique through the
study of U.S. Navy personnel during the Second
World War (Behnke et al., 1942) and subsequently
refined for easy use (Katch et al., 1967). Divers may
appreciate that Dr. Albert Behnke is acknowledged
as one of the fathers of modern diving physiology
and medicine. He reportedly developed the
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hydrostatic weighing technique after becoming
frustrated with his very fit divers being classified
as overweight by the standard evaluations of the
time.

in a device called the Bod Pod (Life Measurements
Instruments, Concord, Calif.) to eliminate the need
for immersion and lung evacuation to determine
the mean body density.

Hydrodensitometry also relies on the twocompartment (i.e., fat-free mass and fat mass)
model. The percentage of each is again estimated
from the mean density of the body. Distilled water
is the reference standard for density (described
as “specific gravity”, weight per unit mass) with a
value of 1.000 g•cm-3.

Here is how it works: the subject sits at rest in a
small, dry computerized chamber that accurately
measures his or her mass and volume. The
whole-body density is computed and the fat-free
mass and fat mass estimated as with hydrostatic
measures. The differences between hydrostatic
and ADP measures vary for different groups,
and individual results can be highly variable
(Collins et al., 2004), but ADP does have the
advantage in ease of testing. This is particularly
important for subjects who have difficulty relaxing
underwater after completely exhaling. Those with
claustrophobia, however, may still feel challenged.

Fat has a specific gravity of approximately 0.9
g•cm-3 and muscle of approximately 1.1 g•cm-3.
The chief difficulty in estimating the mean tissue
density of a subject submerged in fresh water is the
confounding caused by gas held in the respiratory
and digestive tracts. This source of error is
typically reduced by having subjects exhale as far
as possible prior to relaxing on a scale supporting
them underwater. The residual volume of the
lung can be computed by an independent test to
correct for the buoyant effect of the gas (Wilmore
et al., 1980). The volume of gas trapped in the
gastrointestinal tract is assumed to be a small
volume and corrected for arbitrarily. Variations in
water density as a function of temperature are also
corrected.
Even with the various limitations and necessary
estimations, hydrodensitometry is generally
accepted as the reference standard for body
composition assessment, particularly useful when
evaluating new procedures. The chief limitation of
this technique is that subjects must be comfortable
enough to stay relaxed with empty lungs while their
heads are completely immersed. While alternative
techniques have been developed to eliminate the
need for exhaling, they are less commonly used.
Air Displacement Plethysmography
A dry method that mimics hydrodensitometry
techniques has gained popularity in recent years.
Air displacement plethysmography (ADP) is used

Bioelectric Impedance
Bioelectric impedance analysis (BIA)
is undoubtedly the most convenient
method
for
estimating
body
composition. The measurement
device can resemble a bathroom
scale or a small box with two hand grips.
The operating principle is simple in
concept. The human body conducts
electrical current. BIA assumes
that the overall conductivity is
increased by lean mass and
inhibited by fat mass. The device
requires two contact points on
the body at some distance from
each other (typically the two feet or
two hands). An extremely low-energy,
high-frequency electrical signal (unfelt
by the person) is sent between the two
contact points. The speed at which
the current flows through the body
is used to estimate the relative
percentages of fat-free mass
and fat mass.
While the devices can provide reasonable
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estimates under controlled conditions, the
results can be affected substantially by state
of hydration, electrolyte shifts or even a recent
meal. The electrolyte shift effect will be evident if
measurements are taken immediately before and
after a 30-minute run. Some researchers have
sharply criticized the validity of BIA measures
(Gelbrich et al., 2005). While they have a
potential for inaccuracy, these devices, which are
inexpensive and simple to use, may have a place.
Readily available for home use, regular measures
made after first waking may provide reasonable
trend information.
Ultrasound
Ultrasound can be used to measure body
composition at sample sites. More involved
and less comprehensively tested than the other
techniques described here, this approach may be
most useful with obese subjects for which other
alternatives may not be practical. Such techniques
may also be used to estimate visceral fat content
as an indicator of cardiovascular disease risk (Kim
et al., 2004).
Dual-Energy X-Ray Absorptiometry
Dual-energy X-ray Absorptiometry (DEXA)
instruments employ two X-ray energies to
measure fat, muscle and bone contents through
whole or partial body scans. DEXA has the
advantage over the traditional methods of skinfold
thickness and hydrodensitometry; it can take
bone density into consideration when estimating
fat-free mass and fat mass (reducing the error of
the two-compartment model). While the technique
may provide accurate estimates of body density
(Prior et al., 1997), the expense has kept it from
becoming the new standard outside the research
setting.
Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) employs a
magnetic field to excite select nuclei in the body
to produce high-resolution images of body tissues
without exposure to ionizing radiation. The amount
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and distribution of fat can be accurately determined
(Ross et al., 2000). The technique is safe but
limited in use due to the high cost of equipment
and computer-intensive analysis.
Interpreting Body Composition Assessment
Results
BMI information must be applied with a great
deal of common sense. The best way to use the
measure on an individual basis is as a simple check
to repeat over time. Individuals with BMI values
outside of the desirable range or with values that
creep up through adulthood (without a significant
addition of muscle mass) may benefit from a reevaluation of dietary and exercise habits.
The classification of BMI is arbitrary and subject
to the evolution of medical sensitivity. The scale
recognized by the U.S. National Heart, Lung and
Blood Institute (NHLB) and the World Health
Organization (WHO) in 1998 is currently the most
widely used international standard (see Table 1).
The NHLB/WHO categorization is not necessarily
the only valid interpretation. The definition of
“normal” is a point of contention. Others have
recommended that the lower end of the “overweight”
category might be more appropriately represented
by higher BMI values. It is difficult to establish a
single valid classification system to accommodate
a diverse population with such a simplistic and
potentially misleading measure as BMI.
Body fat results must also be interpreted rationally.
The potential for error with each technique must
be considered. Estimates obtained through
skinfold measures or BIA are the most likely
to be erroneous. Estimates obtained through
hydrodensitometry or the other high-tech methods
are likely to be more definitive.
Regardless of the tool used, it is important to
maintain a healthy perspective. Our human nature
is evident when, regardless of the number, almost
everyone wishes for a smaller one. Remember
that a certain amount of body fat is essential to
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maintain health.
A range of categorization systems based on body
fat percentages can be found.
A scale promoted by the American Council on
Exercise provides reasonable reference ranges
(see Table 2). Others provide additional leeway
with increasing age.
Fat Loss Recommendations
If required, the best way to reduce excess body fat
is to combine diet and exercise programs. Dieting
alone will cause the loss of both fat and muscle
tissue.
The subsequent reduction in metabolic rate that
follows a loss of muscle mass will ultimately make
excess weight come back faster. The loss of
weight per se should generally not be the primary
goal: the goal is to improve the ratio of lean tissue
to fat tissue.
Those participating in serious weight loss
programs should reassess body composition
at regular intervals to monitor progress. The
absolute numbers are less important than the
change over time. Even if the absolute numbers
are not accurate, repeated measures can be used
effectively to compare change over time, as long
as the same procedures and computations are
employed.
Any program should be designed for the long term:
modest improvement targets supported by many
frequent short-term goals with a healthy long-term
destination. Setbacks should not be allowed to
derail a long-term effort.
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Table 1: Classification of Overweight and Obesity
by Body Mass Index
Classification

BMI (kg • m-2)

Underweight

<18.5

Normal weight

18.5 - <25.0

Overweight

25.0 - <30.0

Grade 1 Obesity

30.0 - <35.0

Grade 2 Obesity

35.0 - 40.0

Extreme Obesity

>40.0

(US NHLB, 1998; WHO, 1998)

Table 2: Classification of Overweight and Obesity
by Percent Body Fat
Classification

Women (% fat)

Men (% fat)

Essential Fat

10-12

2-4

Athletes

14-20

6-13

Fitness

21-24

14-17

Acceptable

25-31

18-25

Obese

32+

25+
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Underwater “Hot Flash”.
Was it Anxiety-Induced, or a Symptom of Menopause?
By Dr. Maida Beth Taylor

I received a call one evening from a 51-year-old
female medical professional. She had contacted
Divers Alert Network for advice regarding an
anxiety or paniclike episode underwater and, after
consultations, was referred by DAN to me.
Trouble in Paradise
In late 2003, the diver in question and a friend
were diving in Bonaire in calm conditions typical of
the locale. An experienced diver, she was certified
in 1985. She keeps accurate dive logs; she told
me that this event occurred on dive number 358,
the first check-out dive during this trip.
She was at a depth of 94 feet (29 m), which is
rather deep for a first dive on the first day, but
perhaps not for an experienced diver. The diver
began feeling apprehensive and anxious: she had
an overwhelming sensation that something was
drastically wrong. Being a well-trained dive veteran,
she checked all her gauges and instruments,. No
readings indicated a problem, but the anxiety and
discomfort persisted.
Later, her dive buddy confirmed that no conditions
in the environment should have caused any
concern. No one detected any equipment failures.
The diver said her regulator was adjusted later that
day, and no malfunction or problem was found.
She signaled to her buddy, and the pair made
a slow ascent along the reef. She felt her heart
beating rapidly, and she experienced a sensation
of flushing in the face and neck, like the notorious
“hot flashes” of perimenopausal women.
These symptoms resolved during her ascent, and
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after surfacing, she had no further issues. The
event did not recur during the second dive of the
day, nor on any of other dives during the week,
some to maximum depths of 115 fsw (35 msw).
Some Diver History
The subject, a thin, healthy woman, weighs 110
pounds and is 5 feet 5 inches tall (Body Mass
Index: 18). She reported her final menstrual period
as Feb. 7, 2002; she has never taken estrogens
or progestins. She reported no regular aerobic
training, but participates in Tai Chi and Pilates*
and has a physically demanding job.
She said that, since beginning menopause, she
has experienced hot flashes, or vasomotor flushing
(VMF), two to three episodes daily. She addressed
the problem by taking a herbal extract called black
cohosh,** 40 mg, twice daily. She claims that
this has not reduced the number of flushes, but
it has reduced the intensity and severity of the
symptoms.
She has experienced other menopausal signs and
symptoms related to sleeping. While she reported
no night sweats or an inability to fall asleep, she
complained of a decrease in sleep quality, with
“lighter” sleep and frequent interruption of sleep
during the night. She offered no personal or family
history of anxiety or panic disorder, depression
or obsessive compulsive disorder -- psychiatric
diagnoses that can predispose to anxiety,
especially during a stressful exposure like the
underwater environment.
What’s the Scoop?
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So, what happened to her? We have these
prominent features as part of this underwater
event:
Rapid heartbeat (tachycardia)
Anxiety and apprehension
Flushing
We also know that: 1) the symptoms resolved
spontaneously and did not recur. In addition, 2) the
subject did not have a big nitrogen load on board,
this being the first dive on the first day of her
diving holiday. 3) She also was not in transit to the
surface when the anxiety and flushing occurred, so
embolism and other “deco” problems are unlikely.
Are these complaints part of a compression-related
problem or a more generic type of complaint?
Thus, we need to make a list of in-water and outof-water disorders that might provoke symptoms
like these.
Causes of Rapid Heartbeat
First, let’s look at a list of events that may cause
tachycardia:
1. Air embolism is associated with difficulty in
breathing, chest pain and much more severe
problems such as altered brain function and
cardiopulmonary arrest. It may be associated
with rapid heartbeat as well. It typically occurs
after breath-holding during ascent, even near
the surface or from uncontrolled ascent to the
surface. With the diver in question, none of these
symptoms were present, and she had no problem
with her ascent.
2. Abnormal heart rhythm, known as an arrhythmia,
could lead to symptoms like these. She has no
history of arrhythmia, however, and has not had
evidence of one since, but it could explain the
events.
3. Carbon monoxide (CO) poisoning from a
contaminated air fill can be associated with irregular
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heartbeat, but not typically tachycardia. Other
symptoms include shortness of breath, nausea,
headache, dizziness, impaired mental activity,
confusion and other central nervous system
problems. She had none of these symptoms; plus
CO poisoning usually does not resolve as quickly
as the diver’s symptoms did. Without treatment,
individuals affected with CO poisoning usually feel
terrible for a long time. Plus, bad air rarely affects
only one person in a group.
4. Nitrogen narcosis. Had the diver experienced
the intoxication of increased nitrogen partial
pressures? With increasing depths come
increasing nitrogen partial pressures , which can
produce cerebral symptoms.
What Can Cause
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Anxiety and Apprehension?
Symptoms of these stresses have several
root causes.
1. Narcosis: The first answer that comes to mind
is that the diver experienced narcosis. With the
onset of nitrogen excess, lots of divers, rather than
getting “drunk” at depth, feel anxious and paranoid.
This person, an experienced diver, has been to
depth before without the same kind of feelings,
but there’s always a first time. Narcosis symptoms
tend to be repetitious: the way you experience it
initially is most likely the way you will experience
it again.
2. Abnormal heart rhythm can cause anxiety.
Thyroid problems can do this, too, but they would
not be so abrupt in onset and resolve so quickly.
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3. Anxiety-phobia disorders are an obvious
diagnosis, but, again, not likely as a new experience
in such an experienced diver just out for an easy
swim along the reef.
4. Drugs. The diver reported using no new drugs.
What Are the Reasons for Flushing?
Last, let’s look at flushing (or, becoming red in the
face). Flushing can be due to allergic reactions;
tumors that secrete hormones; alcohol; drugs; and
food reactions like monosodium glutamate (MSG)
syndrome. None of these causes for flushing
appear likely in this case, though. In fact, none of
the causes listed above for this diver’s underwater
hot flash appears likely.

And then there is menopause.
Can Menopause Explain Her Symptoms?
Menopause is associated with daytime hot flushes
that start with a sense of warmth, usually in the
upper thoracic region. A rising flush moves across
the chest and neck, usually spreading to the face.
Similar symptoms can occur at night, causing
generalized sweats.
Many menopausal women complain of a rapid,
pounding heartbeat; chest pressure and shortness
of breath are reported as well, but are somewhat
less common. These are not generally recognized
as typical menopause symptoms, however. Plus,
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heart palpitations usually generate anxiety. Think
about it: you would be anxious, too, if it felt like
your heart was jumping out of your chest!
This is likely a case of underwater hot flash. While
menopause is not a disease, it is associated with
signs and symptoms that can be disruptive and
distressing.
Our Aging Dive Population
As our diving population ages, menopause and
other age-related conditions will intrude into the
assessment of symptoms and the management
of diving disorders. In older divers, for example,
does a facial paralysis indicate a mild stroke
or decompression sickness - or, perhaps even
middle ear barotraumas? *** In an aging adult, is
chest pain the result of an overpressure injury like
pneumothorax, or is it a heart attack?
This case is important since menopause-related
vasomotor symptoms need to be included in the
differential diagnosis of anxiety or panic in scuba
diving injuries among females. This case raised
several questions:
Does hyperbaric oxygen exposure provoke
hot flashes?
Does nitrogen accumulation exaggerate
hot flashes?
Does narcosis precipitate or exaggerate
vasomotor symptoms?
We don’t have the answers to these questions
yet. This case provides another lesson for dive
physicians as well as anyone who cares for an
injured diver. One of my first clinical professors
told us at the bedside on rounds in the hospital:
“Always listen to the patients. They are trying to
tell you what is wrong with them.”
And that’s what this diver did. Although I confirmed
it, she had already decided she had experienced
an underwater hot flash. Because she listened
to her body, she made her own diagnosis and
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followed through by consulting DAN.
She continues to dive but pays special attention
to her episodes of flushing and subsequent
anxieties when they occur. She knows it pays to
pay attention to her body’s signals. And that DAN
is just a telephone call away.

Editor’s Note
While this story has a happy ending - there were no diving-related injuries like decompression illness, narcosis, carbon monoxide poisoning,
as well as cardiac issues or negative drug- or food reactions - remember to mind your diving health. Listen to your body; heed its signals.
If you have questions, call the DAN Medical Information Line weekdays, 0900 to 1800 CET. If you think you have a dive emergency, call the
DAN 24-Hour Diving Emergency Hotline anytime: it’s open to you 24/7.
Foot-notes
* Tai Chi is a comprehensive series of gentle physical movements, and breathing techniques, with mental and spiritual intent, which allows
the participant to experience a meditative state.
The primary focus of Pilates is on awareness of the spine, proper breathing, core strength and flexibility.
** The herb black cohosh, or Actaea racemosa (formerly named Cimicifuga racemosa), is native to North America. The roots and rhizomes of
this herb are widely used in the treatment of menopausal symptoms and menstrual dysfunction. Studies have demonstrated that this botanic
medicine, when standardized properly to the terpene glycoside fraction, appears to be effective in alleviating menopausal symptoms. Adverse
effects are extremely uncommon, and there are no known significant adverse drug interactions. significant adverse drug interactions. (Kligler
B. Black cohosh. American Family Physician 2003;68:114-116).
*** Molvaer O.I et al.; Undersea Biomedical Research,Vol 14, No. 3, May 1987,. 277 - 295
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DAN Europe
Legal Network
A global network of lawyers and diving law
specialists created by DAN Europe to protect the rights of its members.
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Special
insert

LEGAL NETWORK

The „Good Samaritan
Law“ … across Europe.
A very interesting article,
written by the lawyers of the
DAN Legal Network

By THE DAN LEGAL NETWORK, National Coodinators
Committee,
Francois JAECK, JD, Executive Director, National Coordinator (France)
Peter COOKE, JD, National Coordinator (Great Britain)
Walter VERSTREPEN, JD, National Coordinator (Belgium)
Tatu HENRIKSSON, JD, National Coordinator (Finland)
Peter SCHETTER, JD, National Coordinator (Germany)
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English only
One of the main safety rules in diving, is to never
dive alone ! Each of us relies on the assistance,
that should be provided by his/her partner in case
we have to face a dangerous situation.
I will do it for him/her and I trust that he/she will do
it for me (otherwise you should not dive!).
That’s usually known as “The Good Samaritan
Law”.
But asking an attorney at law to explain, according
to his/her national legal system, especially in
Europe, what the “Good Samaritan Law” is could
leave him/her more than surprised…
Any search in the contents of any European
legal book, will surely leave you more than
disappointed…
However “The Good Samaritan Law” appears as
probably one of the more important legal concepts
in any legal system.
Let’s see, then, what this “Good Samaritan Law”
is than cannot be in fact invoked in any European
Court of Justice… And that any legal system
should however abide by!
At least in Europe, “The Good Samaritan Law”…
is not a Law… it is a legal concept. In order to
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understand its exact meaning, we have to have, briefly, a look at a parable in the New Testament,
Gospel of Luke, chapter 10, verses 25–37.

On one occasion an expert in the law stood up to say to Jesus.
Expert in the Law (E.L.): “Teacher, what must I do to inherit eternal
life?
Jesus : “What is written in the Law? How do you read it?”
E.L. : “Love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your
soul and with all your strength and with all your mind’ and, ‘Love
your neighbor as yourself.”
Jesus : “You have answered correctly, Do this and you will live.”
But the expert in the law wanted to justify himself, and so he asked
Jesus, “and who is my neighbor, teacher?”
In reply Jesus said:
“A man was going down from Jerusalem to Jericho, when he fell
into the hands of robbers. They stripped him of his clothes, beat
him and went away, leaving him half dead with no clothes.
A priest happened to be going down the same road, and when he
saw the man, and he passed by on the other side.
So too, a Levite, when he came to the place and saw him, he too
passed by on the other side.
But a Samaritan, as he traveled, came where the man was;
and when he saw him, he took pity on him. He went to him and
bandaged his wounds, pouring on oil and wine. Then he put the
man on his own donkey, took him to an inn and looked after him.
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The next day he took out two
silver coins and gave them to
the innkeeper. ‘Look after him,’
he said, ‘and when I return, I
will reimburse you for any extra
expense you may have.’
“Which of these three do you
think was a neighbor to the
man who fell into the hands of
robbers?”
The expert in the law replied,
“The one who had mercy on
him.”
Jesus told him, “Go and do
likewise”
Parable of the Good Samaritan,
Rembrandt, 1632–1633
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Most of the people consider that this parable
illustrates that compassion must be a universal
moral duty, and that fulfilling the spirit of the Law is
just as important as fulfilling the letter of the Law.
The Good Samaritan Law is then in fact a universal
moral concept according to whatever the legal
system is, it has to support and encourage people
to assist and rescue those in need. But, usually,
such moral concepts, cannot be invoked in Court.
The legal systems then have to integrate specific
rules in order to encourage in assisting those in
need, and to reduce the bystander’s hesitation in
assisting, for fear of being sued or prosecuted for
unintentional injury or wrongful death.
Two main legal systems exist in Europe : The
English common Law, and the Civil Law originally
based on the Napoleonic Code that has been
impacting so many European legal systems.
Let’s have a look at these two primary legal
systems in order to appreciate how the European
legal systems deal with the “Good Samaritan Law”.
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THE ENGLISH COMMON LAW
vs THE NAPOLEONIC CODE

GREAT
BRITAIN
Unlike most of the rest of
Europe, the legal systems of the
countries making up the United
Kingdom are based on what is
known as ‘the common law’, that
is to say principals of general
application which have been
adjudicated upon by the courts
dealing with specific cases,
and refined along the way. This
cumulative process is assisted
by the doctrine of precedence,
which requires a court dealing
with a given legal point to follow
the previous decisions of the
higher courts on that point. This
common law system operates in
England and Wales (on which
this essay will focus), but also
in the separate legal systems
applicable in Scotland and
Northern Ireland, and has, for
historical reasons, also been
exported to many other parts of
the world, notably North America
and Australasia. So close are the
links between the common law
40
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systems across the world that
it is not unusual for the Court of
Appeal in England, for example,
to have regard to cases decided
under Scottish law or to the
decisions of the higher courts
of the USA, Canada, Australia
or New Zealand, although such
decisions will be regarded as
persuasive rather than ones
the English court is obliged to
follow. The effect of this has
been to achieve a fair degree
of consistency across the
jurisdictions.
While Parliament has been very
active in many areas of law
by passing law in the form of
‘statutes’ (Acts of Parliament),
for example, in the criminal law,
there has been significantly
less statutory input into the law
governing the determination
of civil wrongs and the
consequences that flow from
them. This area of law, which has
largely been developed by the
common law process described
above, is called The Law of
Tort. It is this field, principally,
that would regulate the situation
described by the phrase, ‘The
Good Samaritan Law’. In fact
this is a phrase one does not
encounter in the English law,

Peter COOKE
Barrister
DAN LEGAL NETWORK National
Coordinator for Great Britain

although it has been adopted in
at least two states in the USA.
Even if the phrase is unfamiliar
to English lawyers the situation
of the person who, becoming
aware of a stranger who is
injured or in danger, elects to
help is one to which the law of
any country needs to develop
an approach. The starting point
for any consideration of such
a situation in the English law
is the principle pronounced by
Lord Goff in the House of Lords
(the highest appeal court in
the UK) in Smith v Littlewoods
Organisation Ltd [1987] 2 AC
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241 that “the common law does
not impose liability for what are
called pure omissions”, in other
words, there is no general duty
of care owed by one person
to prevent harm occurring to
another. Thus, applying English
law, those in the bible story
who passed the wounded man
by before the Samaritan came
along were entitled to do as they
did.
Whatever their moral duty, they
were under no legal duty to
come to his aid, and could not
be held liable in an English court
for failing to do so.
A duty to act only arises where
there is a relationship which
gives rise to such a duty. The
normal means by which a duty
of care will be created is by a
contract between the parties,
or by statute, such as the
Occupiers’ Liability Act 1957,
although the common law itself
has recognised that certain
relationships do give rise to a
duty to aid another: parent and
child, school and child, host and
his guests etc. However, this
does not alter the fundamental
principle that a man does not
in English law owe a general
duty to a stranger to come to his
aid, however great the peril the
stranger faces and however easy
it may be in the circumstances
to lend assistance without
exposing himself to danger.
The potential harshness of this
rule is best illustrated by an
American case, Osterlind v Hill

160 NE 301 (1928). Here A, a
strong swimmer, hired a canoe
to B, then sat on the shore and
watched B drown after capsizing
it. Even the fact that he had
hired the canoe to B was held
not to give rise to sufficient of a
relationship to create a duty of
care, and he was found not to be
liable. It would, of course, have
been different if the canoe had
been defective, but the claim
would then have been based on
the supply of faulty or dangerous
goods, not on a failure to respond
to an accident. It is to avoid the
creation of a society in which
people consider it best not to get
involved, or as the bible story
puts it, to pass by on the other
side of the street, that two US
states have by statute created a
duty to help a stranger (without
exposing oneself to danger)
backed up by modest criminal
penalties for failing to do so.
While the courts have been very
reluctant to impose liability for a
pure omission, once a person
faced with a ‘rescue situation’
does decide to act, the situation
is very different. A rescuer who
was under no duty to begin with
may assume a duty of care by
starting to come to this victim’s
aid, and may be found liable
if he makes matters worse.
This on the face of it surprising
proposition flows from the
distinction that the common law
draws between non-feasance,
an omission to act (for which
one cannot be liable without a
specific relationship creating a

duty to act), and misfeasance,
an act wrongfully or negligently
performed, for which one can
undoubtedly be liable.
Many
legal
commentators
have argued that this ‘front
loading’ of the issue onto the
question of whether there is a
duty of care is less satisfactory
than would be the approach of
acknowledging the existence of
a general duty of care owed by
us all to our fellow man, but then
judging the reasonableness
of a person’s response in
light of all the circumstances,
including in particular any risks
his intervention would create to
himself or third parties. Such
a development would bring
English law more into line with
the mainstream of European
jurisprudence from civil code
jurisdictions, but the case law
reveals little movement in this
direction, except that the majority
of the members of the House
of Lords in Smith v Littlewoods
Organisation Ltd seemed by
implication to acknowledge the
possibility of liability for a pure
omission to act, although they
made no clear pronouncement
to that effect.
We have looked, then, at the
position of the bystander who
decides not to get involved, who
cannot be held liable unless
he owes the victim a specific
duty to act because of some
relationship between them, and
at the position of that person if
he decides he cannot stand idly
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by, but must attempt a rescue. In
the latter case he may potentially
expose himself to liability if he
makes matters worse. It is clear
though that the approach of
the courts will be one of being
sympathetic to his plight and
of avoiding making unrealistic
demands of his rescue efforts.
Thus, in the Canadian case The
Ogopogo [1971] 2 Lloyds Rep
410 a guest at a boat party fell
overboard, the host attempted to
reverse the boat to pick him up
but failed to position it correctly,
and a second guest dived in
to effect a rescue. Both guests
drowned. Though the Canadian
Supreme Court held that while,
as their host the defendant
did owe a duty of care to his
two guests, he had not been
negligent in the circumstances
in the way he had attempted to
conduct the rescue. A duty of
care there may have been but
the court was reluctant to hold
him to a high standard of care.

FRANCE
It is under the Authority of the
Emperor Napoleon that the main
principles of the French Law
were codified in 1804, in a “Civil
Code”, that allowed them to be
disseminated across Europe
and have quite impacted all
the different legal systems in
Europe.
The foundation of the Civil Law
is not to protect from liability the
one who elects to assist… but
to sentence the ones who don’t
: the Civil Law is so ground on a
Duty to Rescue.
However, since then, the legal
system of each sovereign state
has evolved differently, so that
differences exist despite a
common ground.
The French Law, not only does
not seek to exonerate the
rescuer from any liability in the
event of inappropriate help, but
quite to the contrary it intends to
punish – both in criminal and civil
law – the bystander who, directly
witnessing a dangerous incident,
does not intervene even though
to do so would pose no risk to
him or a third party.
Criminal Code Art 223-6
“Whoever voluntarily fails to
provide to a person in danger
the assistance that, without risk
for himself or a third party, he
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could provide, either by his own
actions, or by initiating a rescue
may be punished by up to five
years imprisonment and a fine of
up to 75.000 Euro”.
Such a failure to provide
assistance to a person in danger,
such a breach of duty to rescue,
constitutes not only a criminal
offence, but also a civil wrong.
Therefore, this duty to rescue is
not without other legal risks.
Article 1382 of the Civil code,
the cornerstone of the French
Law of Torts, states:
“Any act which causes harm
obliges the one whose fault
caused the harm, to make
reparation for it”.
Consequently, the rescuer who
provides assistance, and by
doing so causes harm, whatever
it is, to the victim or a third party,
will be liable, again, at least
under civil law (and possibly
under criminal law), e.g. for
“battery”.
The French Law can thus
appear very harsh towards
the rescuer, who faced with
a difficult situation, has the
dilemma of whether or not to
act, and to face the possibility of
being sued either for his act or
for his omission.
Because the moral values found
in the Good Samaritan Law are
universal, academic opinion
and case law sought to tone
down the strictness of the above
principles by introducing into
French Law the concept of:
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1. The “Etat de Nécessité” which
could be translated as “Status of
Necessity”, a defence based on
the need to avoid danger (which
is different from the “Force
Majeur”), which can can legally
justify the harm caused to the
victim, or to a third party, by the
voluntary rescuer:
The Criminal code has stated
since 1984 that the “Status of
Necessity” is a legal justification
for damage ( Article 122-7).
“Status of Necessity” is the
situation of the person for whom
the only means of avoiding an
evil, is to cause another one, of
less importance…
It is quite unanimously accepted
that the “Status of Necessity”
removes the civil wrong as
well as the criminal offence.
Consequently, no responsibility
founded on the fault could
in theory be held against the
rescuer who acted by necessity.
However, when the rescuer
causes harm to the victim or a
third party, his behavior, his act,
must have been essential to
protect the interests of the victim
so that the damaging act can be
justified, and the liability of the
rescuer removed (Cass. civ., 8
janv. 1894)
Thus the “Status of Necessity”
covers “minor faults”, “minor
offences”, or misdmeanours
(carelessness, awkwardness,
lack of precautions), which the
rescuer could commit when
providing assistance.
Only a serious offence could
lead to criminal or civil liability

for the rescuer: the need to
provide assistance cannot justify
a grave mistake or unforgivable
carelessness. This is true as
well for the damage caused
to the assisted person as to a
third party (Cass. 2nd civ., 8 avr.
1970).
2. The recognition by the case
law of an “Implied Contract of
Reciprocal Assistance / Rescue”
entitled the rescuer to be
indemnified by the victim for the
damage the rescuer might suffer
himself or cause to a third party.
According to article 1382 of
the Civil code, the victim, guilty
of no fault, cannot be sued for
the harm caused to his rescuer
or a third party, resulting from
acts done during a rescue.
The rescuer, according to strict
principles, would be liable to third
parties for the harm his rescue
caused them, and would have
no recourse against the victim
for harm the rescuer sustains
during the rescue.
In order to circumvent the harsh
consequences of this principle of
French Tort of Law, the case law
recognises now the existence of
an implied “reciprocal contract of
assistance /rescue” between the
rescuer and the victim.
In this way, the liability is no
longer founded on the Tort of
Law, but only on contractual
grounds.
However since the existence
of a contract is recognized, the
parties and particularly the victim
are obliged to compensate, to
indemnify - on the ground of

Maître François JAECK
Avocat à la Cour, Attorney at Law
DAN LEGAL NETWORK Executive Director
DAN LEGAL NETWORK National
Coordinator for France

article 1135 of the Civil code
- his rescuer for the harm he
suffers himself or causes to a
third party, by abiding by the
“implied contract of reciprocal
assistance” for the benefit of the
victim.
Thus, in a case relating
specifically to a diving accident,
the Paris’ Court of Appeal, in its
decision of January 25th, 1995
held:
“With regard to the practice of
a sport presenting indisputable
risks (…), the buddy team
members engage, implicitly,
but necessarily, in a mutual,
reciprocal duty of rescue, whose
obligations are based on a
fundamental moral duty.
Each undertakes to provide to
the other assistance and each
to accept it, as a guarantee
of reciprocal survival, on
the
assumption
that
the
circumstances of the accident
43 / 3 / I FIRST 2010
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would make it impossible for
either to expressly confirm this
acceptance”.
“With ground on article 1135
of the Civil code, this contract
implies the obligation (for the
victim) to assume the legal
consequences
as
justice
demands”.
Thus by affirming the existence
of an implied contract, and by
supposing the assent of the
two parts to this one, the case
law allows – using a contractual
ground - to impose obligations
“in equity”; obligations that are
charged to the victim, for the
benefit of its rescuer, so that this
one can be - at least - guaranteed
for the financial consequences
of its voluntarily acts.
Then, in order to prevent that
the saved party responsibility
would try to exonerated itself of
this new contractual liability, the
French Case Law finally states
that:
“The damage undergone by
the voluntary rescuer doesn’t
constitute an unforeseeable
damage on the ground of article
1150 of the Civil code, of which
assisted party can prevail itself
to reduce its responsibility”.
Thus, despite the strictness of
its principles, the French Law
doesn’t ignore the moral and
legal need of protecting the
Good Samaritan’s interest.
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GERMANY
German Civil Law has its origins
in different codifications in the
18th and 19th century, one of
the origins being the French
Code Civile, which is the reason
why certain (civil) rules are
quite similar to French Law. The
Criminal Code has its origins in
other codifications and contains
a codification of a duty to rescue
almost the same as Finland has.
1. Basic Principle: Duty to
Rescue
If an individual happens to be in
danger, any other individual is
obliged to provide reasonable
and necessary aid. Basically,
the person providing aid will not
face legal consequences, even
if the help provided is – from
an objective point of view – not
optimal. But the failure to come to
the rescue of a person in danger
is a criminal offence in Germany
and draws consequences both
in criminal and civil law to the
person failing to provide help.
If the helping individual suffers
damages in the course of
helping, the person that required
aid and the person that caused
the perilous situation can be
held liable for this.
2. Criminal Law
The basis for the German Law’s
duty to rescue is codified in §
323c of the German criminal

Code, the “Strafgesetzbuch” or
“StGB”:
Whoever fails to provide
help in cases of disaster or
imminent danger or distress,
although this [help] is necessary
and reasonable under the
circumstances,[and
is]
especially without considerable
danger for his own and without
violation of other important
duties possible, will be penalized
with imprisonment up to one
year or fined.
As one can easily see, the rule
addresses virtually everyone
from whom aid can reasonably
be expected, no matter if the
individual is involved or simply
a witness. This principle is thus
similar to the French principle
codified in Art. 223-6 of the Code
Pénale. On the other hand, one
can only commit the crime of
non-assistance towards the
person in danger if both the fact
that the individual is in danger or
distress is known and the ability
to provide the necessary aid is
reasonably given.
A person that is a guarantor for
health and safety of another
person or guarantor for certain
legal protected interests, is
chargeable even for assault and
battery or homicide and not only
the violation of the duty to rescue,
if it fails to fulfil this obligation
and does not provide necessary
aid. An individual can be in the
position to be a guarantor by
certain legal rules, by causing a
hazardous situation for someone
else or out of contractual duties
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– a diving instructor for example
is a guarantor for the health of
his Open-Water-Diver-students
during training dives.
A diver may be a guarantor
for the health and safety of his
buddy, especially if the buddy
is inexperienced. In its decision
of 29.01.1999, the Landgericht
(County Court) Darmstadt has
sentenced
an
experienced
diver for negligent homicide
because this diver had left his
inexperienced buddy alone. In
the judgement, the Landgericht
Darmstadt stated that the buddyteam had been an alliance
against the dangers of diving and
the surviving diver had failed to
fulfil his obligations arising from
this alliance, thus being guilty of
negligent homicide by omission.
3. Tort Law – Liability between
Rescuer and Victim
If an individual coming to the
rescue of another causes
damages to the individual
in danger or to a third party
intentionally, this will be justified
by an „exculpatory state of
emergency“ – if the causation of
the damages was necessary to
provide the aid – or justified by
consent of the victim. If the victim
that needed aid was not able to
communicate its consent, it is
common opinion in German Law
that consent can be assumed
if a reasonable person would
have declared its consent with
the actions undertaken to help.
Both justifications remove the
criminal offence as well as the

civil wrong. An example of a
help causing damages to the
person receiving help is the
case of broken ribs caused by
a (necessary) cardiopulmonary
resuscitation. This injury fulfils
the offence of assault and
battery but is justified both
by assumed consent and an
exculpatory state of emergency.
A helping person will mostly
act as an agent of necessity,
because the provision of aid
is, from a reasonable point
of view, in the interest of the
person in need for help. The
figure of “agency of necessity”
(“Geschäftsführung
ohne
Auftrag”) is codified in § 677
BGB, the German Civil Code, the
“Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch” and
can be compared to the French
concept of the implied contract
of reciprocal assistance/rescue.
It is as well codified that the
agent of necessity can demand
his expenses from the principal,
in case of the provision of aid
one can demand compensation
for damages to property and
health the rescuer had to sustain
from the person receiving help.
In addition, § 687 BGB states
that an agent of necessity is
liable only for gross negligence
and
intent.
To
assess
negligence, the individual’s
abilities and the situation
have to be considered, thus a
paramedic will be evaluated
quite different from someone
who doesn’t have a paramedic’s
abilities. In addition, it has to be
kept in mind that even damages

Peter SCHETTER
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caused intentionally in a truly
hazardous situation will most
often be justified so the rescuer
cannot be held liable. Thus,
the rescuer can be held liable
for damages by the the person
receiving aid only in exceptional
cases.
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1963).

BELGIUM
1. The Belgian Law imposes on
anyone who is capable to aid
a legal duty to help a person,
who is in great danger, without
putting himself or others in
serious danger (article 422bis
Criminal Code).
Thus under penalty of a criminal
sanction everyone has a moral
obligation to help his fellow man,
if such
can be done without serious
danger for himself or others.
Although
the
Criminal
Code penalizes the serious
shortcoming of a humanitarian
obligation,
the
modalities
within which it occurs have to
be explained in a reasonable
fashion. Only a minimum of
altruism is required, but no
heroism.
The assistance needs to be
given to a human, whose life or
physical soundness need to be
protected, whether or not the
danger is caused by an illness,
an accident, an assault, etc..
2. The constitutive elements of
this crime consist of four major
parts: the presence of great
danger, the knowledge of this
great danger, the refusal to
render help or to provide help
and the lack of serious danger
the respondent or others (Court
of Appeal Brussels 23 October
46 /

2.1. The person who requires
help needs to be in “great
danger”. The danger needs to
be real.
This means that “apparent
danger” or a possible, eventual
danger or threat, does not
satisfy. The danger has to be
great, which implies a danger
for the life or a serious danger
for the physical integrity. The
danger must not only be
serious but also constant, real
and actual (Court of Appeal
Ghent 10 June 1999). The
seriousness of the danger has
to be ascertained at the moment
of the refusal to intervene
(Cassation 9 November 1964).
That assessment has to be
done in an objective way and
not in a subjective manner
from the sense of who ought to
assist (Criminal Court Brussels
11 April 2003). The idea that
such assessment of danger
should only be made by a
medical doctor acting under his
professional consciousness is
of course disputable (Criminal
Court Arlon 17 November 1976).
Finally the judge will decide
sovereingly on the basis of all
facts on the presence of a great
danger (Court Martial 5 July
1977; Criminal Court Antwerp 20
November 2007).
The expertise of the respondent
will be taken into account (Civil
Court Tongeren 10 September
1998).
The cause of the dangerous
situation is irrelevant (Court

Walter VERSTREPEN
Attorney at Law,
DAN LEGAL NETWORK National
Coordinator for Belgium

of Appeal 1 June 1973). The
respondent can even be the
cause of the great danger and
will be obliged to aid the person
in distress (Criminal Court
Tournai 18 March 1987).
The person in distress cannot
be forced to receive aid when
it is expressly refused, except
when this person is unconscious
(Cassation France 3 January
1973).
2.2. Article 422bis Criminal
Code requires that the omitter
has ascertained himself the
great danger or that the great
danger has been described to
him by those who sought his
aid. It does not suffice that the
danger is presumed. It needs to
be ascertained (Criminal Court
Tongeren 30 August 1963).
The respondent needs to take
appropriate measures in order to
be able to reasonably ascertain
the level of danger (Court of
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Appeal Mons 25 October 1996).
When the omitter was present at
the moment of the accident, it is
presumed that he could not have
erred about the seriousness
of the accident and that he
ascertained the great danger
(Court of Appeal Brussels
12 February 1966; Court of
Appeal Brussels 20 April 1966;
Court of Appeal Ghent 1 June
1973; Military Court 28 June
1966; Court of Appeal Liège 28
October 1981; Court of Appeal
Ghent 25 June 1997).
2.3. The violation of article
422bis Criminal Code is only
punishable when it is willfully
committed (Cassation 7 October
1981; Court of Appeal Ghent 6
November 1969). This means
that the passive attitude,
the omission, is caused by
someone’s expression of will
knowing the seriousness of the
danger and deciding not to act.
Not acting, out of carelessness
or lack of caution, does not
suffice. However a negative
attitude or selfish indifference of
the omitter, who did not or did
hardly care about the person
in need, should be regarded as
an intentional attitude (Court of
Appeal Mons 30 April 1982).
The level of effectiveness of
the assistance is not taken into
account during the assessment
of the omission of aid, but the
responder needs to strive to
achieve efficiency (Cassation
9 November 1964; Cassation
26 June 1972; Court of Appeal

Brussels 23 October 1963;
Criminal Court Antwerp 20
November 2007).
The responder who undertakes
a serious attempt to aid, but
does not succeed in his effort
ought to be acquitted (Court of
Appeal Ghent 11 December
1963; Criminal Court Ghent 30
September 1988).
However the legal duty to help
remains applicable as long as
there remains or appears to
remain a reasonable chance
of reanimation (Criminal Court
Brussels 2 January 2008).
Article 422bis Criminal Code
does not require a special intent
for the omission of aid to a person
in great danger (Cassation 7
October 1981; Criminal Court
Mons 8 February 1985).
Article 422bis makes a distinction
between to render help or to
provide help. To render help is
done by the responder himself.
To provide help means that the
responder seeks assistance of
a third person who can aid. The
two ways of help are unequal
in the sense that the responder
who is able to render help cannot
limit himself to the provision of
help. The respondent needs
to render help first (Cassation
26 June 1972). Only when the
personal rendered help seems
to be impossible, inefficient
or inexperienced, then the
assistance of a third person can
be sought (Cassation 26 June
1972; Court of Appeal Brussels
14 May 1974; Court Martial
Brussels 10 November 1964).

2.4. Article 422bis Criminal
Code determines a specific
justification: “The crime requires
that the omitter could have
helped without danger for
himself or others.” The Belgian
legislator does not define this
justification. However it does
not require an act of heroism,
just altruism. Nevertheless the
danger needs to be serious
(Criminal Court Brussels 20
March 1962). The danger needs
to be actual and not potential
(Cassation 9 November 1964).
3. The person in distress as
well as its legal successors is
entitled to claim compensation
from the omitter for the damage
caused due to the omission to
help. However a heavy burden
of proof lies on the person in
distress (Civil Court Turnhout 11
January 1994).
4. The respondent can also claim
compensation from the person
in distress for any damage
sustained during the rendering
of help (Civil Court Namur 10
September 1976).
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FINLAND
The Finnish legal system is a
part of the European civil law
tradition described above and
in that perspective the whole
‘Good Samaritan Law’ concept
is rather unfamiliar to Finnish
lawyers and scholars. Achieving
a comprehensive picture of the
issue according to the Finnish
law
requires
approaching
the matter from two different
aspects. The first is the Finnish
Act of Non-contractual Damages
(Vahingonkorvauslaki)
and
the second is the provisions
of the Finnish Criminal Code
(Rikoslaki).
The Finnish Act of Noncontractual Damages (unofficial
translations made by the author)
section 2 article 1 states as
follows.
Whoever deliberately or by
negligence causes damage
to another is bound to
compensation thereof, unless
otherwise stated in this act.
Deliberateness and negligence
are both defined in the Finnish
Criminal
Code
and
the
concepts are used consistently
throughout the entire legislation,
including the Act of Noncontractual Damages. The term
deliberateness is defined in the
Finnish Criminal Code section 3
article 6.
The offender has caused the
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consequence deliberately if he
or she has meant to cause the
consequence or considered
causing a consequence certain
or rather likely. The consequence
has been caused deliberately
also when the offender has
considered it to be certainly
associated to the action.
The term negligence in the
Finnish legal system is defined
in the Finnish Criminal Code
section 3 article 7.
Offender’s action is considered
negligent if he or she breaches
against duty to take care in the
circumstances in hand, even if
he or she would have been able
to comply.
According to the article above,
negligence is assessed case by
case using overall assessment,
which consists several factors.
The same action can or cannot
be negligent depending for
example on the person’s
education (layman vs M.D. or
nurse), general knowledge (i.e.
first aid training) or general
circumstances (i.e. fatigue).
In certain cases a voluntary
helper might deliberately cause
damage to a person or property
in order to save a greater good.
The term ‘necessity’ (pakkotila)
is determined in the Finnish
Criminal Code section 4 article
5.
Action against [other] direct and
coercive threat endangering
legally protected interest [that
is described above in article 4]
is allowed as necessity, if the
action is assessed as a whole
advisable, when comparing

Tatu HENRICKSSON,
Attorney at Law,
DAN LEGAL NETWORK National
Coordinator for Finland

legally protected interest, the
quality and quantity of the
damage and harm caused, the
origin of the danger and the
other circumstances in hand.
The necessity is one of the
exemptions of liability according
to the Finnish law. Despite the
fact that necessity is described
in the Criminal Code, it’s also
a defence against civil action
damage lawsuit in most of the
cases. In certain cases necessity
might not protect the helper from
civil liability against third party’s
claim. The assessment is made
using overall consideration case
by case.
The offences against which
exemptions are needed relating
to ‘Good Samaritan Law’ could
be for example assault and
battery (the Finnish Criminal
Code section 21 article 5),
involuntary
manslaughter
(section 21 article 8) and causing
injury involuntarily (section 21
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article 10).
The
contractual
approach
(i.e. implied contracts) used
by certain jurisdictions is not
possible in Finland as the Act of
Non-contractual Damages deals
with the matter comprehensively.
The implied contracts are not
unfamiliar to the Finnish legal
system though.
The Finnish Criminal Code has
both general provisions and a
part that consists of descriptions
of the elements of the offences.
The general provisions related to
‘Good Samaritan Law’ have been
dealt with above. Considering
the provisions of the other part
(erityinen osa) attention needs
to be given to section 21 article
15. ‘The duty to rescue’ is more
than a principle in Finland, since
there is specific penal provision
for failing duty to rescue.
Whoever knows that a person is
in danger or there is a serious
threat to that person’s life or
health and considering that
according to his abilities and the
nature of the situation he can be
resonably expected to provide
aid and he fails to give or acquire
external help, that person is to
be sentenced for failing duty to
rescue, to a fine or maximum
two years in prison.
There is also a provision of
abandonment in section 21
article 14, but in order to be
convicted for abandonment
there has to be duty to take care
of the victim. This falls slightly out
of the scope of ‘Good Samaritan

Law’.
There is only one ruling of
the Finnish Supreme Court
related directly to diving is KKO
1997:73. Among other issues in
the ruling diving was considered
a potentially dangerous activity.
This dangerousness might be
taken into account when making
an overall assessment of the
case relating to diving accidents.
The discussion above is rather
academic. The type of action
is well established in the courts
when it comes to matters
relating to ‘Good Samaritan Law’
and common sense is still widely
used in the Finnish courts. I
would consider the legal state to
be rather good in this field of law
in Finland.

PORTUGAL
The focus of Portuguese Law,
similarly to other continental
European laws, relies on the
liability (criminal and/or civil) of
the rescuer or the bystander,
instead of simply protecting from
liability the ones who help or
rescue someone in need.
The obligation to provide
assistance
or
to
rescue
underlies article 200, 1 of the

Joao Paulo TEIXEIRA DE MATOS
Attorney at Law,
DAN LEGAL NETWORK National
Coordinator for Portugal

Criminal Code (failure to provide
assistance):
1. Whoever, in case of serious
need, in a situation caused by
disaster, accident, calamity or
common danger which poses
a risk to the life, physical
integrity or freedom or others,
fails to provide the necessary
assistance in order to avoid
such danger whether as a result
of his own action or inaction
or by failing to seek external
help, shall be punished with
imprisonment of up to 1 year or
with a fine of up to 120 days.
The sanctions will be more
severe if the failure to provide
assistance comes from the
person who created the danger
(article 200, 2 of the Criminal
Code):
2. If the above mentioned
situation was caused by the one
who failed to provide assistance,
he shall be punished by up to 2
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years imprisonment or fine of up
to 240 days.
This general obligation to
provide assistance is mitigated
in article 200, 3 of the Criminal
Code:
3. Failure to provide assistance
shall not be punished when
it may cause serious risk to
the neglecter’s life or physical
integrity or when, for other
relevant causes, said assistance
is not foreseable.
In brief, we may say that there
is a general obligation to provide
assistance, either directly or
simply by getting appropriate
help from third parties, but such
obligation and the inherent
liability in case of failure is always
limited by the circumstances of
the concrete situation, such as
the real possibility or capacity of
the helper or rescuer to provide
such assistance.
The provision of assistance
or its omission is also likely
to attract civil consequences
either cumulatively with criminal
liability or separately.
Portuguese law in article 483 of
the Civil Code recognizes the
general principle of civil liability:
whoever harms anyone’s rights
has the obligation to repair
the damages caused. This
general principle applies to
torts and to contractual liability.
Therefore, in what concerns
civil liability, the provision of
assistance or its omission has
to be viewed within the context
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of two different scenarios: torts
or contractual liability depending
on the situation.

be claimed from the person who
caused the damage, in most
cases, the rescuer.

If no contractual relation exists
between the rescuer and the
injured, tort’s law will apply; if,
conversely, there is a contractual
relation, then the provisions of
law on contractual liability are
applicable. The question is not
rhetoric as, although the ultimate
consequence will be similar
(reparation of damages caused),
the burden of proof is different.
In torts law the victim has the
burden of proof, in contractual
liability the injurer has to prove
that he is not liable.

In diving incidents torts law will
apply in general and contractual
liability will be mostly applicable
when the damages arising from
the assistance or its lack are
caused by the diving operator to
the divers under its supervision.
In what concerns “buddy teams”
it is very difficult to establish a
general rule. There is no case
law in Portugal on this specific
issue and in most of the cases
it will be difficult to characterize
as “contractual” the relation
between “buddy teams”. It is
something that needs to be
assessed on a case by case
basis.

Another important aspect to take
into consideration is that civil
liability may arise either from an
action or from an omission to
act. In other words, the rescuer
may be liable for the damages
caused by actions taken, such
as the use of inappropriate
means or techniques of rescue,
or by omission to act, such as
not trying the rescue or calling
external help when it was
possible to do so.
Additionally, damages may
be caused to the injured –
and this is certainly the most
common situation – or to third
parties, particularly to assets if
when providing the assistance
or when rescuing it may be
necessary to damage some
assets. Third parties suffering
damages are also entitled to
suitable compensation that may

Portuguese law may seem to
be severe when dealing with
the provision of assistance: it
determines the provision of
assistance, punishes criminally
its omission and makes the
rescuer liable for damages
caused to the injured person or
even to third parties for damages
caused by the assistance or its
omission.
The equilibrium has to be found
in article 200, 3 of the Portuguese
Criminal Code and on article 339
of the Portuguese Civil Code
dealing with “flagrant necessity”
(estado de necessidade).
In general, there is no liability,
criminal or civil, without guilt,
being it gross fault or negligence.
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Specifically in what concerns the
obligation to provide assistance,
the Criminal Code clearly
establishes that “the failure to
provide assistance shall not be
punished when it may cause
serious risk to the neglecter’s
life or physical integrity or when,
for other relevant cause, said
assistance is not foreseeable”. It
is essential to look at the specific
circumstances of the case in
order to assess the capacity
of the bystander to act or its
level of culpability. Additionally,
article 339 of the Portuguese
Civil code considers legitimate
and justified damages caused
to remove a higher danger or
harmful situation.
Therefore we may say that in
Portugal, although there is no
significant case law on diving
injuries, only severe offences to
the rights of the injured or third
parties together with a high level
of culpability from the rescuer
are likely to lead to significant
criminal and/or civil liability.

SPAIN
An easy approach to Spanish
civil law must bear in mind two
aspects: the first one is the
Christian heritage embedded
in the law. The second one is
the encoding movement that
copied the French Codes on XIX
century. The Spanish system is
also “continental”, and our Civil
Code is quite similar to French,
Mexican, etc. This means that
sentences are not a source
of law. As for other countries,
the Spanish law differentiates
between the civil and criminal
procedures. Regarding the
former, the main law is the Civil
Code of 1889 (Napoleon’s).
The
Supreme
court
has
implemented French concepts
that are used as interpretations
of the original text. Only a few
articles in the Code are useful
for tort law and the rest are open
to interpretation.
The axis for civil liability can be
found in Article 1902 of Civil
Code, that says: “Whoever
injuries others by action or
inaction, concurring fault or
negligence, is binded to repair
the damage caused”.
For that reason, it can be said
that the liability in the Spanish
system is based on the concept
of guilt. It is quite difficult to
integrate what “guilt” is and our

Igor BEADES MARTIN
Attorney at Law,
DAN LEGAL NETWORK National
Coordinator for Spain

system uses the reference of the
“good parent behaviour”. What
is expected from a good father
is what is correct. Article 1903
of the Civil Code says: “There
will be no tort when the person
responsible proves he acted
with as much diligence as a
family father to avoid the harm”
Consequently,
the
action/
inaction model also includes
the position of the bystander.
Secondly, a subjective element
of negligence (or at least of
diligence fault) is needed in
order to apply the chain of
liability. With diligence, there is
no liability. Only very few cases
of objective liability can be found
in the Spanish law (f.e. car crash,
hunting liability, damages caused
by children or animals...) Also, in
all the cases, a clear causality
relationship should be finded
between the action/ inaction and
results. Finally, The only way to
repair in our system is to pay.
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But, damage can be economical
or also moral, but there is no
liability before damage; this is
a clear Christian idea, and our
system only indemnify after the
damage. The criminal Code
article 195 says “Whoever does
not help an unprotected person
under a patent and serious
risk, in a situation where there
is no risk for himself or others,
shall be punished with a penalty
from three to twelve months in
prison. This same penalty shall
apply to whoever, unable to help
personally, does not urgently
ask others for help. If the
fortuitous accident was caused
by the bystander, the penalty will
be from 6 to 18 months. If the
accident is due to carelessness,
the prison term will be from six
months to four years.
For the criminal procedures
also, the main source of law is
the criminal Code of 1995. This
is similar to the previous one
(consolidated in 1973), which
also comes from the French
idea of having the catalogue of
crimes in only one law. According
to the “Código Penal”, we have
also a kind of liability as result
of a crime. Whoever is criminal
responsible is also responsible
under the civil code. There are
crimes that can be perpetrated
by action and inaction (case
a professional lifeguard or a
medical doctor who deny the
necessary help). Article 196
of the Criminal Code, states:
“The professional who, being
in charge of helping, denies
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medical assistance or prevents
sanitary help, and when a serious
risk to health arises from such
inaction, he is punishable to the
same degree mentioned in the
previous article and will further
be disabled professionally(...)”
So, If you are a bit afraid coming
to Spain for diving and being
involved in an accident scenario,
you should bear in mind that in
order to be held responsible
NEGLIGENCE must be found
in your actions. Always think as
a “family father”. The degree
of diligence which is expected
from a “good father” is again a
concept requiring interpretation.
Do not be afraid of that because
it is always very restrictive:
• The help should not create a
new risk for rescuer or any other
people.
• The work expected from you
should be proportional to the
degree of damage involved.
• You are not supposed to be
trained on medical care. Only if
you are a MD or a Policeman,
Fireman, etc, you are expected
to help actively, in all other cases
the best advice is to call them!

ITALY
There is not a direct “Good
Samaritan” law in Italy as in other
European countries. In reality,
the “Good Samaritan Law” in
Italy refers to law No. 155/03
published in the Official Gazette
No. 150 from July 1, 2003 that
deals with the distribution of
foodstuffs for purposes of social
solidarity.
Italian law, rather, enforces a
general obligation to provide
assistance to those in dire
straights while protecting those
who provide such assistance
from civil and/or criminal
consequences for their actions,
as long they adhered to normal
criteria
of
reasonableness
and predictability for the
consequences of their actions.
THE GOOD SAMARITAN IN
CRIMINAL LAW
According to Italian criminal
law, article 593 of the criminal
code
entitled
“Failure
to
Provide Emergency Assistance”
enforces a general obligation to
notify Authorities if subjects are
found who are objectively (such
as an abandoned ten yearold) or subjectively (such as a
person who is unable to take
care of one’s self due to illness
or other causes) incapacitated.
Those who break this law can
be sentenced up to one year
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imprisonment or fined up to
2,500 euro.
Mandatory assistance must
also be provided for people who
are unconscious, injured or in
peril. In this case, one must
provide emergency assistance
to the person in need or notify
the Authorities. If the law is not
respected one can be sentenced
up to one year imprisonment or
fined up to €.2,500, as in the
above mentioned case.
If personal injury is the result of
such negligence, the penalty is
greater; if the result is death, the
penalty is doubled.
Art. 593 of the criminal code –
Failure to Provide Emergency
Assistance
[I]Anyone
who
finds
an
abandoned or lost child who is
under the age of ten, someone
who is unable to take care of his or
herself due to mental or physical
illness, age or other cause and
does not immediately notify the
Authorities is punishable by up
to one year imprisonment or by
a fine of up to 2.500 euro.
[II]The same penalty applies to
one who finds a human body
that is or seems unconscious,
or a person who is injured
or otherwise in danger and
does not provide assistance
or immediately notify
the
Authorities.
[III]If the negligent behaviour
results in personal injury, the
penalty increases; if it results in
death, the penalty is doubled.
Article 189 of the legislative
decree No. 285 from April,

30 1992, (highway code),
foresees a yet greater penalty:
from six months to three years
imprisonment, if one involved in
a motor vehicle accident does
not assist the injured.
Art. 189 of the leg. decree No.
285 from 03/04/92, Highway
Code – Behaviour in case of
accident
1. One using the road, in case
of accident however associated
with one’s behaviour, must stop
and provide help to those who
may have suffered personal
injuries…….
7. Anyone who is in the position
referenced in comma 1, and
neglects the obligation of
providing necessary assistance
to injured persons is sentenced
from one to three years
imprisonment. In addition, there
shall be the suspension of
driver’s licence for a period of no
less than a year and six months
and no more than five years, in
accordance with chap. II, section
II, of title VI…….
The dangers of criminal liability
that derive from enforcing this
general “duty to rescue” those
who are in need of assistance
are mitigated by the statutory
exemptions foreseen in article 54
of the criminal code, according to
which whoever commits a crime
that is necessary to save oneself
or other persons from danger is
not punishable by law, as long
as he or she did not voluntarily
cause the state of danger.
Art. 54 of the criminal code –
State of Necessity

Mauro MASIELLO
Attorney at Law,
DAN LEGAL NETWORK National
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[I] He who acts in order to save
oneself or others from imminent
danger of personal injury,
danger that was not voluntarily
caused, nor avoidable, as long
as the action is proportional to
the danger is not punishable for
his or her actions
[II] This provision does not apply
to those who have a particular
judicial obligation to put oneself
in harms way.
[III] The provision of the first
part of the aforementioned
article applies even if the state
of necessity is determined by
a third party threat; however,
in this case, he who forced the
action is liable for actions taken
by the threatened person.
In conclusion, even if there is
no direct “Good Samaritan” law
in the Italian criminal code, as
there is in other legal systems,
there is a generic obligation to
help those in need.
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Consequentially,
even
if
there are different conditions
depending on the degree of
fault, capability and
specific qualities of the agent, or
respecting normal reasonable
criteria of the consequence of
one’s actions, he who causes
involuntary damages while
trying to help someone in need
is not punishable by law.
THE GOOD SAMARITAN IN
CIVIL LAW
The “Good Samaritan” rule is
more complex when dealing
with civil suits. Italian Civil Law,
in article 2045 of the civil code
entitled “State of Necessity”,
states that he who causes
damages in order to save
himself or others from a state
of imminent danger of personal
injury shall not be liable for the
damages caused, but shall
rather pay a lesser indemnity as
established in a court of law.
Art. 2045 of the civil code – State
of Necessity
[I] When someone causes
damages
or
injury
while
responding to an act of necessity
to save oneself or others from
imminent danger [1447], and
the danger was not directly
caused by that person nor was
otherwise avoidable [54c.c.], the
damaged or injured shall receive
an indemnity [20472 ], which
shall be decided by a judge [194
trans.; 113 c.c.p.].
The literal interpretation of art.
2045 of the civil code concludes
that the “Good Samaritan” who
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causes damages to the assisted
party, even while acting to save
that person from unavoidable
and imminent danger of
personal injury, must pay the
person who suffered damages
not full compensation, but an
indemnity that is established
by a judge, which can be quite
high.
It is evident how this mandatory
indemnity on behalf of the
rescuer contrasts the duty to
rescue in accordance with the
criminal legislation.
The Civil Court of Cassation, the
judicial body of the third degree
in the Italian system, rigorously
adheres to art. 2054 of the civil
code, save rare exceptions
(Civil Court of Cassation Section
III Sentence 14.04.1981, No.
2238),
passing
numerous
sentences obliging the “Good
Samaritan” to indemnify the
helped subject for any suffered
damages.
The civil doctrine highlights two
different judicial figures: needed
assistance and duty to rescue.
Needed assistance identifies
the situation of a rescuer who
provokes damages to the
person he or she helps, acting
under the state of necessity as
stated in art. 54 of the criminal
code. In this case, he who
provides assistance is subject
to art. 2045 of the civil code and
shall pay an indemnity to the
assisted person, as established
by a judge.
The duty to rescue, on the other
hand, identifies the situation of a

person who causes damages to
another in need while respecting
a specific judicial obligation in
accordance with art.593 of the
criminal code. In this case, the
person who provides assistance,
having fulfilled his or her legal
duty, is not subject to art.2045
of the civil code and has no
civil liability; on the contrary, he
or she could abstractly sue the
person he or she assisted for
any damages suffered while
providing such assistance.
The “Good Samaritan” in Italian
legislation is obligated to provide
emergency assistance to people
in an evident state of danger,
even if there is no specific
judicial figure.
Any civil consequence becomes
secondary in that if a judge were
to determine that the “Good
Samaritan” caused damages
to the assisted subject without
acting under the duty to rescue,
he or she shall not have to give
compensation for all damages,
but only pay an indemnity
determined by a judge based
on the real reasons for the
assistance, the circumstances
of time and place, the damages
that were avoided, the specific
skills of the rescuer and only
then the damages suffered.
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As a Conclusion...

Francois JAECK, JD, Executive Director, National Coordinator (France)
Peter COOKE, JD, National Coordinator (Great Britain)
Walter VERSTREPEN, JD, National Coordinator (Belgium)

Considering the controversial approach of the
main legal systems facing Europe,
Even if the “Good Samaritan Law” as a legal
concept, only provides a defence against torts
arising from attempted rescue, in countries in
which the legal system is based on the Common
Law,
Cases in which the Civil Law, on the contrary,
imposes the Duty to Rescue, in countries in which
the legal system is based on the Civil Law,
These two different legal systems abide by the
“Good Samaritan Law” as a universal moral duty,
which is to be legally protected.
Anytime the Common Law legal systems consider
adding Duty to Assist in statute law.
The Civil Law legal systems increasingly institute
specific rules to protect the rescuer, i.e. by creating
an implied contract between the rescuer and the
victim, or, rather unanimously, by admitting the
“Status of Necessity” as a legal defence.
ECC regulation could contribute, in the future, to
unify the legal systems based on the Civil Law,
but until then, the French approach of an implied
contract of reciprocal assistance could be a clever
solution, to protect the interests of all the diving
partners.
Unifying the rules could actually be one of the
easiest solutions, especially when partners come
from different countries, stipulating a written
contract such as:
“By diving all together, we reciprocally engage in
assisting and rescuing those of us in need, and to
be indemnified against damages we may incur”.
The imposition of such a contract belongs to
diving organizations and insurance companies
are to cover such a risk...according to...”The Good
Samaritan...contractual...Law”.

Tatu HENRIKSSON, JD, National Coordinator (Finland)
Peter SCHETTER, JD, National Coordinator (Germany)
Joao TEIXEIRA DE MATOS, JD, National Coordinator (Portugal)
Mauro MASSIELLO, JD, National Coordinator (Italy)
Igor BEADES MARTIN, JD, National Coordinator (Spain)
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DAN and CHANGE
together for Madagascar
Hospital construction project including a hyperbaric centre on
the remote island of Nosy Be.
The project
Since 2009 DAN Europe has been supporting the Change-Onlus
association in a construction project of a hospital with a hyperbaric
centre in the remote island of Nosy Be.
Private health structures are lacking on the island of Nosy Be
though a few private medical studios do exist. This excludes most
of the population who cannot afford it, from receiving the necessary
specialistic medical care. In addition it causes huge logistic problems
to unfortunate divers who may require specialistic medical care or
the use of a hyperbaric chamber, as the closest one is on the island
of Réunion.
A health centre at Nosy Be would solve these problems.
Change Onlus is in fact proposing the construction, on the island,
of a public, multi functional health centre, equipped with emergency
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care, infirmary, hyperbaric chamber for oxygen therapy, operating
room and diagnostic room.
Travellers and divers will at last be able to dive in the splendid
Madagascar sea, and rely on adequate health assistance on the
spot.
What has already been done
DAN has promoted the meeting between Change Onlus and ATIP
(Hyperbaric Technicians Association of the Padova Divers Club),
which has generously donated a hyperbaric chanber and supported
the adventurous transportation to Nosy Be.
DAN then commited to providing a technical-logistic support, and
trained the specialized medical personnel in order to guarantee the
functioning of the future centre.
The Madagascar Red Cross has granted concession of the land
on which the centre will be built and this has already been entirely
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fenced. The attendant’s house has been built as well as the cement
base for the chamber.
At the present time the hyperbaric centre is covered by a straw roof!
How to help now
By uniting forces together we can allow the building of the health
structure which will house the hyperbaric chamber.
Send your contribution directly to www.change-onlus.org
A progress report on the works at Nosy Be will be available to all
divers.
Thank you for your support!
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DAN
Mission
Statement
DAN EUROPE FOUNDATION
Territory: Geographical Europe, European
territories and protectorates, with regional
IDAN responsability for the Mediterranean
Sea and Shore, the Red Sea, the Arabian
Gulf, Ethiopia, and the Maldives.
Registered Address and Headquarters:
26, Triq Fidel Zarb, Gharghur NXR07, Malta;
TEL. +356 2141 9804 - FAX. +356 2141
9294
Operations Head Office:
P:O: BOX: DAN, 64026 Roseto Italy,
TEL. +39 085 8930333
FAX. +39 085 8930050
E-mail: mail@daneurope.org
Web: www.daneurope.org

DAN Europe Regional Offices
DAN Europe Balkans
(Serbia and Montenegro, Bosnia and
Hezegovina)
Area Drector: Prof. Alessandro Marroni
Regional Director: Dr. Dragana Ivkovic,M.D.
Milovana Marinkovica 17. 11000 Belgrade,
Serbia and Montenegro
TEL. and FAX. +381 (0) 11 247 10 40
MOBILE. +381 (0) 63 8129 687
E-mail: Balkans@daneurope.org
DAN Europe BeNeLux
(Belgium, Netherlands, Luxembourg)
Area Director: Prof. Costantino Balestra
Ph.D.
Area Medical Director: Dr. Peter Germonpre
M.D.
National
Medical
Director
for
The
Netherlands: Dr. Menno Gaastra M.D.
Regional Head of Training (Dutch):
Guy Thomas
Regional Head of Training ( French):
Frédéric Venderschueren
Phone and Fax: refer to Central Office in Italy
Email: benelux@daneurope.org
DAN Europe Česko
Area Director: Prof Alessandro Marroni
National Director Dr. Pavel Macura M.D.
K Břízkám 4/7, Hradec Králové, PSC 500 09,
Česká Republika

Divers Alert Network (DAN), a nonprofit
organization, exists to provide expert medical
information and advice for the benefit of the
diving public. DAN´s historical and primary
function is to provide emergency medical
advice and assistance for underwater diving
accidents, to work to prevent accidents and
to promote diving safety. Second, DAN
promotes and supports underwater diving
research and education, particularly as it

relates to the improvement of diving safety,
medical treatment and first aid. Third, DAN
strives to provide the most accurate, up-todate and unbiased information on issues
of common concern to the diving public,
primarily, but not exclusively, for diving safety.

Phone + 420 495 516 147
Fax-phone + 420 495 264 641
Email: cekia@daneurope.org

Fax +34 93 450 3736,
Email: iberica@daneurope.org

DAN Europe Croatia
Area Director: Prof Alessandro Marroni
National Director Dr. Darko Kovacevic M.D.
Kruge 19A, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia ,
Fax +385 (0)1 6151900
Email: croatia@daneurope.org
DAN Europe France.
Area Director: Prof. Costantino Balestra
Ph.D.
Area Medical Director: Dr. Peter Germonpre
M.D.
National Medical Director:
Dr. Bruno Grandjean M.D.
Service de Médecine Hyperbare,
Centre Hospitalier d'Ajaccio, 27 Avenue
Impératrice Eugénie, 20303 AJACCIO
CEDEX.
Phone and Fax : refer to Central Office in
Italy
Email: france@daneurope.org
DAN Europe Germany, Austria & Hungary
Area Director: Dr. Ulrich van Laak M.D.
Eichkoppelweg 70, 24119 Kronshagen,
Germany,
Phone +49 (0)431 549 861
(Monday and Thursday, 18 until 21 h CET),
Fax +49 (0)431 544 288,
Email: germany@daneurope.org
Hungary
National Info-line Tel.: +36 30 8114451,
National Emergencies Tel.: +36 30 5222497
DAN Europe Hellas
Area Director: Prof Alessandro Marroni
Medical Director: Dr Bassilis Zachariades
C/o Hyperbaric Medical Center:,
5 Klazomenon st., Tavros Athens, 17778
Tel/Fax +30 210 3462898
(workdays,14:00 to 19:00 pm)
e-mail : Hellas@daneurope.org
DAN Europe Ibérica (Andorra, Portugal,
Spain)
Area Director: Dr. Jordi Desola, M.D., Ph.D.
CRIS Unitat de Terapèutica Hiperbàrica,
Dos de Maig 301, Hospital Creu Roja,
08025 Barcelona, Spain,
Phone +34 93 347 7366,

DAN Europe Italia
National Director: Dr. Nuccia De Angelis
Medical Director: Prof. Alessandro Marroni
M.D.
P.O. Box DAN, 64026 Roseto , Italy,
Phone +39 085 893 0333,
Fax +39 085 893 0050.
Email: italy@daneurope.org
DAN Europe Malta
National Director:
Dr. Ramiro Cali Corleo M.D.
26, Triq Fidiel Zarb, Gharghur NXR07, Malta.
Tel: +356 2141 9804; Fax: +356 2141 9294 ;
Email: malta@daneurope.org
DAN Europe Polska
Area Director: Prof Alessandro Marroni
Medical Director, Zdzislaw Sicko, M.D.,
Ph.D.
Membership Assistance Coordinator, Jacek
Kot, M.D., Ph.D.
National Center for Hyperbaric Medicine,
Institute of Maritime and Tropical Medicine,
Medical University of Gdansk
Powstania Styczniowego 9B
Gdynia 81-519, Poland
Phone +48 58 699 8610 ( 08:00 – 15:00)
Fax: +48 58 622 2789
Email: polska@daneurope.org
DAN Europe Skandinavien (Denmark,
Norway,
Sweden, Finland)
Area Director: Dr. Ole Hyldegaard, MD, Ph.D.
P.O.Boks 11, 2830 Virum, Denmark.
Tel +45 45 836330
Fax +45 45 836 331.
Email: skandinavien@daneurope.org
DAN Europe Slovenia
Area Director: Prof Alessandro Marroni
National Director: Prof. Dr. Igor Mekjavic
Department of Automation,
Biocybernetics and Robotics
Jozef Stefan Institute
Jamova 39, SI-1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
Tel +386 41 696 558
Fax +386 1 423 2209
Email: slovenia@daneurope.org

Moving? If you have moved in the last year, please send DAN your new address.
Questions? Call DAN Europe al +39 085 893 0333 or any of your regional offices indicated above
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DAN Europe Suisse
National Director: Dr.Jürg Wendling M.D.
Faubourg du Lac 67, 2502 Biel, Switzerland,
Phone +41 32 322 3823
Fax +41 32 322 3839.
Email: suisse@daneurope.org
DAN Europe Türkiye
Area and Medical Director :
Dr. Ramiro Cali Corleo
National Medical Directors: Dr Salih Aydin,
Regional Managers : Murat Egi, Ali Konoklu
C/o Yavuztürk Sok, No32, D:1; Söğütlüçeşme
34716, Kadıköy ISTANBUL
Phone: +90 533 341 5404
+90 533 448 0458
DAN Europe United Kingdom Gibraltar
& Ireland
Area Director: Dr. Ramiro Cali Corleo, M.D.
Regional Manager:
Christopher Young CertEd
EMP House, Telford Way
Coalville, Leicestershire, LE67 3HE
United Kingdom
Phone:
National 0845 029 1990;
International +44 845 029 1990
Fax :
National 0845 029 1991;
International +44 845 029 1991
Email: uk@daneurope.org
DAN Europe Affiliate Organizations
DAN Maldives
Area Director: Prof Alessandro Marroni
Medical Director. Dr. Guenter Frey, M.D.
Bandos Hyperbaric & Medical Clinic Bandos Island Resort. Republic of Maldives.
Fax +960 44 0060
Email: maldives@daneurope.org
DAN Egypt
Area Director: Prof Alessandro Marroni
Regional Director: Dr. Adel Taher, M.D.
Hyperbaric Medical Center
Sharm el-Sheikh, Egypt
Tel.: +20 69 3 660 922 or 23
(from 10:30 till 18:00 - daily)
Fax: +20 69 3 661 011
E-mail: egypt@deneurope.org
DAN Israel
Area Director: Prof Alessandro Marroni

Regional Director: Mr. Shai Roth
P.o.box 36667 , Tel – Aviv, 61366 , Israel
Fax :+972-3-9213838 .
e-mail: israel@daneurope.org
The other International DAN Organizations
DAN America
territory: United States and Canada, with
regional IDAN responsibility for Central and
South America, the Caribbean, Polynesia,
Micronesia and Melanesia (except Fiji), and
any other area not designated for the other
DAN entities
President and CEO: Dan Orr
The Peter B. Bennett Center, 6 West Colony
Place, Durham, NC 27705, USA,
Phone +1 919 684 2948,
Fax +1 919 490 6630
Email: dan@diversalertnetwork.org .
Website: http://www.diversalertnetwork.org
DAN America - Mexico
Director, Dr. Cuauhtemoc Sanchez, M.D.
Indiana 260-907, Col. Nápoles Mexico, D.F.
03710, Phone +52 55 5568 8082,
Fax +52 55 5568 8083
Email: danmex@hotmail.com
Website: http:// www.diversalertnetwork.org
DAN Japan
Territory: Japanese mainland and islands,
with regional IDAN responsibility for
Northeast Asia-Pacific
Director Prof. Yoshihiro Mano, M.D.
DAN JAPAN /J apan Marine Recreation
Association
Kowa-Ota-Machi Bldg,2F, 47 Ota-machi
4-Chome Nakaku,
Yokohama City, Kagawa 231-0011 Japan
Tel:(81)45-228-3066
Fax:(81)45-228-3063
Email: dan@danjapan.gr.jp
Website: http://www.danjapan.gr.jp

49A Karnak Rd, Ashburton, Victoria 3163,
Australia.
Postal address: PO Box 384 Ashburton, Vic.
3147, Australia.
Tel: +61-3-9886 9166;
Fax: +61-3-9886 9155
Email: info@danasiapacific.org
Website: http://www.danasiapacific.org
DAN Asia Pacific - Philippines
Medical Director, Dr. Benjamin G. Luna,
Jr.M.D.
Makati Medical Center; 2 Amorsolo St.;
Makati City 1200; Philippines
Phone/Fax: +63 (0)2 817 5601 (office hours);
or Phone: +63 (0)2 815 9911
(ask for Ext. 2123; office hours);
Email: blunamd@cnl.net
DAN Southern Africa
Territory: Austral Africa, Comoros,
Madagascar, Seychelles Islands, plus Kenya
and Zanzibar (for residents only, European
expatriates refer to DAN Europe)
Director Dr. Frans J. Cronje, M.D.
DAN-SA Building, Rosen Office Park, Cnr
Invicta and Third Roads, Halfway House,
South Africa 1685
Telephone: + 27 11 312 0512
Fax:+ 27 11 312 0054
Email: mail@dansa.org
Website: http://www.dansa.org
DAN Europe E-mail address list
General mail@daneurope.org,
Membership members@daneurope.org
Medical medical@daneurope.org
Training training@daneurope.org
DAN Europe Sponsor Program
sponsors@daneurope.org
Insurance Claims claims@daneurope.org

DAN Asia-Pacific
Territory: Australia and New Zealand, with
regional IDAN responsibility for Papua New
Guinea, Fiji, Indonesia, Malaysia, Vietnam,
Singapore, Cambodia, Myanmar,
Philippines, Vanuatu, Solomon Islands,
Brunei, Thailand, Hong Kong, Korea, China
and Taiwan
Director Mr. John Lippmann

Moving? If you have moved in the last year, please send DAN your new address.
Questions? Call DAN Europe al +39 085 893 0333 or any of your regional offices indicated above

DAN
EUROPE
SPONSOR

We thank all the Sponsors and DAN Points that support
with great devotion and enthusiasm, DAN’s mission all
over the world.
A corporate Sponsor is an organisation which holds an
important role in the development and spreading of DAN's
mission. DAN points are important partners in Diving Safety.
Divers can go to these DAN points for DAN First Aid Education,

CORPORATE SPONSOR
DUIKEN VIPMEDIA
Publishing & Services - GG Breda, The Netherlands
Phone +31 (0)76 - 530 17 21 - Fax : + 31 (0)76 520 52 35
www.duiken.nl - duiken@vipmedia.nl
PLONGEUR.COM - FABRICE CHARLEUX
BP 110505 - 98709 MAHINA - Polynésie Française
Phone: +(689) 79 44 54
www.Plongeur.com - fab@plongeur.com

SEA FISH PODWODNY SWIAT
Witczaka 9 - 41-902 - Bytom - Poland
Phone 48-32-2825304 - Fax: +48-32-2826670
www.sea-fish.bytom.pl - podwodnyswiat@sea-fish.bytom.pl
WORLD ORGANISATION OF SCUBA DIVING (WOSD)
Marsdiep 16e - NL-8321 MC URK - Nederland
Phone +31 (0)527 688847 - Mob: +31 (0)612 590416
Fax: +31 (0)522 242591 - office@wosd.com - www.wosd.com

GOLDEN DAN POINTS
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ACQUASPORT Di Rota Alberto & C. SAS
Via Risorgimento 46 - 23900 Lecco - Italy
Phone +39-341 285915 - Fax: +39-341 283577
www.acquasportlecco.com - info@acquasportlecco.com

CENTRUM NURKOWE AQUANAUTIC
Naftowa 1, 65-705, Zielona Gora, Poland
Phone +48 684512458- Mob. +48 509628737 - Fax: +48 684512458
www.aquanautic.pl - aquanautic@aquanautic.pl

AQUA TEC Divers Educational Center
Gravias 14, Dafni, 17235 Athens, Greece
Phone +30-2103830182
www.aquatec.gr - aquatec@aquatec.gr

CENTRUM NURKOWE KRAKEN
Ul. Kobierzynska 43, 30-363 Krakow - Poland
Phone +48-12-2668683 - Fax: +48-122668683
kraken@kraken.pl

AQUAVENTURE
Plezantstraat 66 - 9100 Sint-Niklaas - Belgio
Phone +32 (0)32651610 - Fax : +32 (0)3 265 16 11
www.aquaventure.be - info@aquaventure.be

CENTRUM NURKOWE LET'S DIVE
Zgodna 80, 30-444, Krakow-Libertow, Poland
Phone +48 513 800 900 - Fax: + 48 12 2700161
www.letsdive.pl - info@letsdive.pl

A.S.D. I TITANI DI VINCENZO POLIMENI
c/o Centro sportivo MACO -Via Ettore Rota 6/8 - 00177 Roma - Italia
Phone 062419360 - Fax 0624193035 - Mob. 3486900581
www.ititani.it - epolim@tin.it

CENTRUM NURKOWE "PIJAWKA"
Ul. Pulawska 84 - 02-603 Warszawa Poland
Phone +48 22 8449104 - +48 22 6464565
www.nurkowanie.pl - nurkowanie@nurkowanie.pl

ASSOCIAZIONE SPORT E VITA DIVING CENTER
Via Agrippina, 22 - 80070 Bacoli NA - Italia
Phone 081-5235683 - Fax: 081-5235683
www.sportevita.it - info@sportevita.it

CENTRUM TURYSTYKI PODWODNEJ VENTURI
Ul. Dworcowa 37, 85-009 - Bydgoszcz, Poland
Phone +48 52 345 6869 - Fax: +48 52 348 6077
venturi@o2.pl - www.venturi24.pl

"ATLANTIS" ZBIGNIEW STYCHNO
Ul. Dworcowa 73, 44-190 - Knurów - Poland
Phone +48 602-270-217
www.stychno.pl - biuro@atlantis-pl.com

CYDIVE Diving Centre & Instructor Training
Academy 1 Poseidonos Avenue 8042 Paphos - Cyprus
Phone +357-26934271 - Fax +357-26935307
www.cydive.com - cydive@spidernet.com.cy

BAZA NURKOWA KOPARKI
ul. Płetwonurków 1 - 43-600 Jaworzno - POLAND
Phone +48 32 6152982
www.orkasa.pl - biuro@orkasa.pl

DAHAB TEC DIVERS
P.o Box 37 - Dahab, South Sinai - Egypt
Phone +20-101350969
www.dahabtecdivers.com - tifa@dahabtecdivers.com

BEYOND DIVING
Wallbergstr. 2 / Karwendelplatz, 85598 - Baldham b. München, Germany
Phone +49-89-9010800 - Fax: +49-8106-21007-29
www.beyond-diving.de - info@beyond-diving.de

D.D.R.C. Ltd./ The Oxygen Centre
Kypreopoullos Court 2, Amathus Ave. 59, 4532 Limassol - Cyprus
Phone +357-25320101 - Fax: +357-25320108
24hr emergency: +357 99 5188 37 - ddrc@cytanet.com.cy

BLUE DOLPHIN
Via San Francesco D'assisi 10 - 00044 Frascati (Roma)
Phone & Fax 06-9425565
www.bluedolphinsub.it - bluedolphinsub@virgilio.it

DECOSTOP
di Botti Riccardo - Via Leonardo Da Vinci 67, 29100 Piacenza - Italia
Phone 0523609692
www.decostop.it - info@decostop.it

CARDIOPROTEC
C./ Salvador Ferrandiz, 30 - 03750 Pedreguer (Alicante) - Spain
Phone +34 690 052 576 - Fax: +34 966 457 512
www.cardioprotec.com - pkolb@daneurope.org

DIVECENTER NEW ATLANTIS
Wilhelminastraat 2 - 9611 JW Sappemeer
Phone +31 (0) 598 380688 - Fax +31 (0) 598 398266
info@newatlantis.nl

DAN membership info, and in some cases also to participate
in DAN's Diving Research.
All DAN Points have availability of an Oxygen and first aid kit
to ensure diver's safety during emergencies.
"DAN points" are also entitled to sell DAN Europe materials to
all divers DAN Instructors and Trainers will be able to purchase
DAN Educational Materials from these "DAN Points".

DAN points might even have rental services for their Oxygen
and AED Units as an extra service to DAN educators.
While a Silver DAN Point will be able to offer at least 1 type
of DAN provider Course, a Gold DAN Point will be able to
offer all DAN Provider and Instructor Courses, making them
specialised in DAN First Aid Education.

DIVE POINT RED SE
Matthias Breit P.O. Box 219 Hurghada / Red Sea Egypt
Phone +2-012-3255483 - Fax +2-065-3442019
hurghada@dive-point.com - www.dive-point.com

GORNOSLASKIE CENTRUM NURKOWE SEA FISH
Podwodny Swiat - Witczaka 9 - 41-902 - Bytom - Poland
Phone +49-32-2825304 - Fax +48 32 282 66 70
www.sea-fish.bytom.pl - podwodnyswiat@sea-fish.bytom.pl

DIVE-IN LTD. LARNACA 132 Piale Pascha, 6028 Larnaca - Cyprus
Phone +357-24627469 - Fax: +357-24627469
www.dive-in.com.cy - dive_in_larnaca@cytanet.com.cy

GRUPPO SUBACQUEO LUCIANOSUB
Via Facheris 50 - 24064 Grumello del Monte (BG) - Italia
Phone 348 5601635 - 035 914466 - Fax 035 914480
www.lucianosub.it - luciano@lucianosub.it

DIVING DISEASES RESEARCH CENTRE
Tamar Science Park, Derriford, PL6 8BU Plymouth - United Kingdom
Phone +44-1752-209999 - Fax: + 44-1752-209115
www.ddrc.org - training@ddrc.org

ITS SAFETY-FIRST/De onderwaterwereld
Koningstraat 40 - 2011 TD Haarlem
Phone 023 5367189
www.onderwaterwereld.com - itssafetyfirst@onderwaterwereld.com

DIVEVERSITY
Kempervennendreef 8, 5563 VB Westerhoven - Netherlands
Phone +31-40-2017465 - Fax +31-40-2044792
www.diveversity.com - info@diveversity.com

KALLIOPI DIVE COLLEGE
P.O. Box 61036 - 8130 Paphos - Cyprus
Phone +357-26818534
www.kalliopitravel.com - kalliopi@cytanet.com.cy

DUIKCENTRUM NEDERLAND
hotsestraat 7, 5171 DT Kaatsheuvel - Nederland
Phone +31-162850275
www.duikcentrumnederland.nl - info@duikcentrumnederland.nl

LOK - LIGA OBRONY KRAJU
KOMISJA PLETWONURKOWANIA
CHOCIMSKA 14, 00-791 WARSZAWA - POLAND
biuro@kplok.pl

ELBLASKIE WOPR
Ul. Robotnicza 68, 82-300 Elblag, Poland
Phone +48 55 2349261 - Fax +48 55 2349261
www.elblaskiewopr.pl - elwopr@o2.pl

MANATEE DIVING Raadhuisplein 13 - 2914 KM NIEUWERKERK
AAN DEN ijSSEL - Nederland
Phone +31 (0)6 55188644 - fax: +31 (0) 180 315106
manateediving@xs4all.nl

EME / Prevent & Rescue International
Peelmanserf 10, 5706 JZ Helmond - Nederland
Phone +31-(0)492-590591
www.eme.nl - info@eme.nl

MOBY DICK
Melbournestraat 36 & 38a - 3047 BJ Rotterdam - Holland
Phone +31-10-4767992
www.mobydick.nl - info@mobydick.nl

ENAZUL
C/. Mayor,50, 50001 Zaragoza, Spain
enazu@enazul.net

MAINDES
Postbus 171 - 7940 AD Meppel - Nederland
Phone +31 (0)522-242592 - Fax: +31 (0)522-242591
www.maindes.com - info@maindes.com

ESQUELA DE BUCEO SCUBA PLUS
Cala'n Busquets 10 Ed. Las Terrazas 07760 Ciudadela De Menorca
Phone +34-696903160
www.scubaplus.org - info@scubaplus.org

NAUTILOS TRADING LTD
25A Prodromou Str, Strovolos, 2063 Nicosia, Cyprus
Phone +357-7000DIVE(3483) - Fax: +357-22518070
Emergency contact Number: +357 7000HELP (4357)
www.nautilostrading.com - admin@nautilostrading.com

EXSTREAM
Kosciuszki 35 A, 50-011 Wroclaw - Poland
Phone +48-602235345 - Fax: +48-713422800
www.exstream.com.pl - biuro@exstream.com.pl

PIMIA DIVING
Demmerik 25, 3645 EA Vinkeveen - Nederland
Phone +31-297-263270 - Fax +31-297-263270
www.pimia.nl - info@pimia.nl

FINEGLOBE-DIVING SERVICES
P.O. BOX 62867, 8069 PAPHOS, CYPRUS
Phone +357-99089784
www.fineglobe.net - jurg@fineglobe.net

PROFESSIONAL DIVING UNIT
Postelseweg 88 - 5521 RD Eersel - Nederland
Phone +31-497-517704 - Fax: +31-497-512940
www.pdu.nl - info@pdu.nl

GALICIA TECHNICAL DIVING
J. Tielemansstraat 31 - 3200 Aarschot - Belgium
Phone +32-475257720 - Fax: +32-16520749
www.galicia.be - info@galicia.be

SCUBA DOLPHIN
Via Montecassiano 15, 00156 Roma - Italia
Phone 393-4177257 - 347-6447821
www.scubadolphin.it - info@scubadolphin.it - dsldcc@daneurope.org

GENSYSNAUTICA
Via Trieste 5 22012 CERNOBBIO (CO)
Phone +39 0313347502 Fax +39 0313346598
www.gensysnautica.com - nautica@gensysnautica.com

SCUBAKRETA DIVING CENTER
Nana Beach Hotel, 70014 Chersonissos-Crete, Greece
Phone +30 2897024915 - Fax +30 2897024916
www.scubakreta.gr - scuba@scubakreta.gr

GLOBAL UNDERWATER SERVICES Ltd. Maurizio Carmini
Via M. Fanti, 8, 50019 Sesto Fiorentino - Italia
Phone +39-348-8430109 - Fax +390554491603
www.mauriziocarmini.com - wheresmau@hotmail.com
technical-diving@hotmail.com - info@mauriziocarmini.com

SIRENA SUB
Vipavska C. 54, 5000 Nova Gorica - Slovenia
Phone +38641687210 - Fax: +38653330378
www.reef.si - info@reef.si
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SNORKEL D.C.
Avda. Del Mar s/n - Llafranc - Spain
Phone +34-972 30 27 16
www.snorkel.net - snorkel@snorkel.net

TAUCHSPORT ALLERSBERG
Hilpotsteiner Strasse 6, 90584 - Allersberg - Germany
Phone +49-91765359 - Fax: +49-9176-998150
www.tauchsport-allersberg.de - info@tauchsport-allersberg.de

SPORT EDER
Sulzbacher Str. 1, 94152 Neuhaus am Inn, Germany
Phone + 49-8503-8010 - Fax +49-8503-8630
www.sport-eder.de - info@sport-eder.de

TIME TO DIVE
Kuringersteenweg 517, 3511 Hasselt - Belgium
Phone +32-11-740602 - Fax: +32-11-740602
www.timetodive.be - timetodive@pandora.be

TAKE AIR
Schagerweg 33, 1751 CA, Schagerbrug, Netherlands
Phone +31 650622161 - Fax: +31 320 264611
posttech@freeler.nl

TNT DIVING
Steenweg Op Rijkevorsel 19, 2330 Merksplas - Belgium
Phone +32-14-14719356 - Fax +31-13-5436459
www.tntdiving.com - flupstra@gmail.com

TAUCHCENTER DIVING WORLD KIRSCH
Willi Grasser Str.21., 91056 Erlangen, Germany
Phone +49 9131 67173 - Fax +49 9131 63625
www.tauchen-erlangen.de - info@tauchen-erlangen.de

SILVER DAN POINT
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CETUS DIVING
Lange Voren 22, 5521 DD Eersel, Nederland
Tel: +31653266940 Fax: +31497518635
www.cetusdiving.nl - info@cetusdiving.nl

LAZYWAVE
Van der Takstraat 194, 3071 LM Rotterdam, Netherlands
Phone +31-10-2800798
www.lazywave.nl - info@lazywave.nl

DIVECENTER SCUBIDO
Laanweg 5-B - 1871 BH Schoorl
Phone 072-5090477
www.scubido.com - info@scubido.com

STICHTING SAVE AND CARE
Mendelssohnstraat 18, 3261 JL Oud-Beijerland, Netherlands
Phone +31 186 616411 - Mob +31 6 41249115
www.save-and-care.nl - info@save-and-care.nl

DUIKPUNT
Torhoutsesteenweg 551, 8400 Oostende - Belgie
Phone +32-59800951 - Fax +32-59807806
www.duikpunt.be - info@duikpunt.be

SEASINGS DIVERS
De Binderij 47, 1321 EG Almere, Netherlands
Phone +31-1365363826 - Fax: +31-1365365379
www.seasignsdivers.com - info@seasignsdivers.com

Pro-Ear Diving Mask: 75,25 €
Ear problems are the most common of all maladies affecting divers’ comfort and safety.
They are also the main reason for aborted dives, disrupted diving holiday and, in the extreme, ending
the enjoyment of the sport altogether.
The unique design of the ProEAR 2000 mask is a totally new concept in diving featuring:
- The best defense yet against painful ear infections
- Improving hearing and sense of direction underwater
- Simplifying equalization of pressures while diving
- Increased warmth and comfort
Scubasight: 14,92 €
ScubaSight is a useful and innovative tool that enlarges the visual field in diving, which is often
limited by encumbrance and difficoulties due to the dive equipment. This special dive mirror makes
it easier to locate your dive buddy without unnecessary movements; check your equipment; solve
diving problems and make visual signalations.These advantages let the diver concentrate more on the
underwater world surrounding him/her, making diving more relaxing and safe.
Advantages of ScubaSight
- Enlarging the visual field in diving
- Signaling
- Checking
- Localizing
Flasher/Strobo: 30,47 €
This highly visible strobo light/flasher, flashes with a 3-4 second interval and makes it possible to
easily identify your dive partner during night and low visibility dives. Also ideal to attach under a boat
(identification of the boot during a low visibility or night dive) or on a buoy (at the surface). Comes with a
velcro strap that can be attached, for example, around the arm. (Batteries not included)
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DAN Europe Product Selection

DAN Europe long sleeve shirt: Special offer!
24% discount – 32,85 € now for 25,00€!
This black, elegant, long sleeve shirt with DAN Logo embroidered on the chest is made from an easy
to iron fabric and is nice to wear.
The shirt has a pocket on the chest, right below the DAN logo.

Decompression Buoy: 8,60 €
Be visible during your safety stops!
This Decompression Buoy signals your presence underwater while you are completing the Safety Stop
or any Decompression Stop.
1,3 meter, high visibility, orange coloured plastic tubular plastic buoy with 18 meter line.

LED Light Stick: 11,34€
Be seen during night and low visibility dives! This shock proof LED Light stick (flashing or constant
burning version) is perfect for low visibility or night dives (waterproof until 100 meters) and available
in different colours. The batteries last for 50 hours and the LED has a lifetime of 100.000 hours! Extra
batteries included.

Little Anne Manikin: 318,40€
The Little Anne® manikin has been developed to provide effective adult CPR training without
compromising realism or quality.
Its durable and convenient design makes hands-on practice affordable for every student.

Universal AED Training unit: 225,72€
This AED Trainers comes in a cordura carry bag, a remote control, 3 pair adult electrodes and 2 pair
child electrodes.
The AED Traner is pre-configured with several training scenarios, but thanks to the remote control,
Instructors can take control and have the AED do what they want. Batteries (AA) not included.
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DAN Europe Product Selection
Visit the online catalogue today and discover the complete range of DAN products!

DAN Standard First Aid Kit: 57,79€
This DAN First Aid Kit is designed for those who want a good, solid first aid kit. Contained in a waterproof
case, the contents allow for the provision of basic first aid in a variety of situation.
Different models and size available

DAN EUROPE OXYGEN UNITS: STARTING FROM 274,42 €
Be able to respond to a dive emergency with oxygen and have oxygen onsite when you need it! The
DAN Oxygen units are coming in a waterproof case or a soft nylon bag and are available in both Pin
Index and DIN versions. A wide range of options and sizes (cases) will guarantee to find an oxygen unit
that suits your needs.

Scuba-Opoly (3th edition): 30,81€
A board game designed for divers and non-divers who enjoy the marine environment. The artwork of
artist Rogest gives you beautiful and colorful sea creatures to enjoy while playing.

cts
More DAN Produ
Available at:
rg/
www.daneurope.o
op
web/guest/dansh
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Our
Books

Available on our
website:
rg
www.daneurope.o
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DAN Europe Books

DIVING PHYSICS WITH BUBBLE MECHANICS AND
DECOMPRESSION THEORY IN DEPTH
(Bruce Wienke, 2008, Hardcover, 568 pgs): 40,38 €
This book focuses on physics and associated mathematical
relationships. Basic principles are first presented, and then practical
applications and results are detailed.
The intent here is to present a working view of physical phase
mechanics, then followed by application to decompression theory
in diving. It is directed toward the diver and reader with a basic
understanding of decompression. Basically the mechanics of tissue
gas exchange, bubbles and nucleation, supersaturation, perfusion
and diffusion, and related mechanisms are discussed.

A Medical Guide to Hazardous Marine Life - Special offer!
50% discount – 10.42 instead of 20.85€
A best seller written by Paul S. Auebach, M.D.
Photographs complement expert information on how to recognize
hazardous marine life and treat their injuries.
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Photo Contest

As usual, the choice of the photo to use as the background of
the new card DAN occurred among the images received in the
4 sessions of the 2009 DAN Photocontest.
The choice, increasingly difficult for the quality of the images
we receive, has fallen on a shot that won the 4th session of
the Photocontest.
Helmut Theiss has succeeded in stopping on the CCD of his
digital camera a beautiful picture of a shy octopus using two
valves of a clam like a shield to protect itself.
The image was taken in Lembeh, one of the most interesting
locations for the enormous quantity and quality of some
species not found elsewhere in the world.

Guidelines and
r
Instructions on ou
website:
rg/
www.daneurope.o
onweb/guest/photoc
test
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It is interesting to point out that we now receive high-quality
images shot with digital cameras which can be purchased even
with very limited budget, something that was unthinkable only
a few years ago. This finally makes underwater ph tography
a possibility for everyone. As usual, DAN Europe thanks all
participants who contributed to the success of the contest with
their photos.

The Winner of the
1st Session 2010
ANDREY NEKRASOV

Results by the pool of expert underwater photographers:
Paolo Cassinari - Pierfranco Dilenge - Andrea Giulianini

Photographer:
ANDREY NEKRASOV
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